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Back: Mr. S. Foster, Mr. J. Rioux, Mr. M. Viens, Mrs. S. May, Mr. J.J. Prevost, Mr. M. McNamara, Mr. C. Kopar, Mrs. L. Smith, Mr. J. Standage,

Ms. E. Flessian, Mr. A. Spirk, Ms. T. Harding, Mr. D. Gray, Ms. K. Byrnes, Mr. C. Planetta, Mme. M. Boudreau, Mrs. S. Davis, Mine. F. Maurice,

Ms. D. Rabadzija, Ms. C. Campbell, Ms. K. Reynolds, Mrs. B. Elliot, Mme. C. Chartrand.

Front: Mr. A. Elliot, Mrs. L. Retchless, Mr. E. Van Dyke, Mr. C. Wells, Mr. M. T. Wolfe, Mr. A. Simard, Mrs. J. Carruthers, Mr. C. Williams,

Ms. B. Wadleigh. Missing: Mr. G. Telling, Mrs. L. Gittens, Mme. N. Roy, Mrs. S. Telling.

Back: Steven Markowitz, Maxime Leblanc, Kelly Wang. Pativet (Light) Sathiensamrit, Paul-Emile Baetsen, Eli Birge, Jonathan Corriveau,

Joo Sung Kim, Christopher White, Barry Roytman. Phillip Grant. Middle: Victoria Macisaac, Cecilia Lunn, Sumiho Nakatsu, Dorothy Chan,

Chelsea Fortin, Mr. E. Van Dyke, Lisa Linden, Stephanie Guyette, Corissa McComber, Lisa McNamara. Front: Mr. C. Planetta, Mr. J. Rioux,

Ms. K. Reynolds, Mrs. S. May, Ms. T. Harding, Mr. A. Spirk, Mr. D. Gray. Missing: Adrian Van Westrenen, Julian Perrotta, Mrs. S. Telling.
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I finally came back for my grade 12 and last year at Stanstead, I wasn't sure at the beginning if that

would be good because people were pretty young but I had a lot of fun. All the hockey trips and the

funny things we did, the jocks on the bus and the nights at the hotel. I also had fun playing a last year

of football that was better than the first year. All the super classes outside with Mr. Kopar in the cold!

The times spent with Steve and Mr. Spirk. Provincial Champions again for the second time in 3 years

in hockey. Almost won the football championship, lost by one play at the end of the game. All the

breaks in Montreal. Thank you to Mr. Rioux and Mr. Mac for the hockey seasons. Mr. Gray you're the

sickest teacher outside of class lol. Matt the weight that we put under the garbage for the wasted

food. Lisa for all the sick moments during the 3 years. CC for all the time spent together. Jessie and

super Ryan for the fun we had in Bugbee at night. Spit-fire always remember you... so funny. Chloe...

Dario for the videos about hockey and all the hockey stuff. Josh and Chris for the sick French classes,

P-0 pi Hebert pour la music dans votre chambre. Anyways I had a lot of fun during those 3 years

thanks a lot to everyone and especially my parents because they worked really hard to send me here.

This year was my fourth year at Stanstead College and I have to say thanks to my teachers, friends,

advisor and my parents.

Now I'm going to another process of step in my life, I'm very sad to go but I'm not scared to go to the

next step of my life and I'm wishing my future is bright and full of hope.

"I can change the world" - Eric Clapton



"The definition of success - To laugh much; to win respect of intelligent persons and the affections

of children; to earn the approbation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; to

appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to give one's self; to leave the world a little better,

whether by a healthy child, a garden patch, or a redeemed social condition; to have played and

laughed with enthusiasm, and sung with exultation; to know even one life has breathed easier

because you have lived - this is to have succeeded."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters

compared to what lies within us."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Here I'd like to thank my parents for sending me over even if it's never easy to live so far away from

you. And of course all my friends and teachers who helped me all the way through. Feifei & Rita I'm

gonna miss you so much add oil in the coming year! Sumi thanks for helping through academics and

private problems I won't forget our late night chats. Judith my angel I can't imagine the year without

you here. Thanks for inviting me to Germany I had so much fun you know it ;) It wouldn't be the same

without you there sharing all my sad and happiness. Good luck in everything I'll go visit you I LOVE

U! Jess my fav bathroomie take care love. Bella I miss our gossip in class. Eli thanks for everything.

Mihwa Eun Yuka Akiko you guys are so much fun. Lastly, yea the one and only that holds my hand

and leads me through my life every day. What else can I ask for with a boyfriend like you, Jerome?

Thank you for appearing in my life, I'll never forget the times in MTL and grad, and every moment

we've spent together in these 5 months. I hope you'll find your way when you're back in Switzerland,

and enjoy ya life as much as I did this year. I love you so much if only there is more time for us. - Love

Four years here and I think I'm aboot ready to go! Thank you to the people who financed me to come

here, Mom and the town of Coventry; Thanks also to everyone who made those 4 years a good time.

Dale, Will, Steve, Matt, Adrian, Charlie, Rita, Doro, Jerome, Perrotta, Mauricio, Bedard and if I forgot

you, you know I must love you too. Bugbee was a blast this year; I couldn't have had better house

directors or prefects. Soccer and Rugby Champs! Can't beat Captain Birge and Coach Gray. Mr. Van

Dyke and Mr. Wolfe, thank you for having faith! If you need to find me, I'll be in NYC! Out.
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We must sail sometimes with the wind and sometimes against it,

but sail we must and not drift nor lie at anchor."

- Oliver Wendell Holmes

"Remember, the greatest gift is not found in a store nor under a tree,

but in the hearts of true friends."

- Cindy Lew

6 years! How many people can say that they've survived 6 years at Stanstead? So many people have

come and gone and there are so many people I have to thank. My parents first and foremost, I know

you had to put up with all my complaining but thank you so much for your support! Mr. Rioux, you've

been my advisor for all my 6 years here and even though we didn't always see eye to eye I really

appreciate you being there for me through the good and the bad. Becca you crazy lady you! Thanks

for holding me together. Linden even though you were all the way in Colby I still loved you! My best

roommate Derinda! I don't know how Mrs. Telling thought to put us together seeing as how we're

both slobs but I had a blast with you! Jess, CC I'm going to miss our walks. Chelsea I'm going to miss

your visits! Minkyu babo. And Sang Jun, even though we hit a rough spot along the way we still

made it through, I love you, forever and always. Well it's time to say goodbye, I had a great

experience at Stanstead even through all the ups and downs. Good luck everyone and maybe later on

down the road well meet up again.

(XX&&L
I would like to thank my parents for letting me have my time at SC. Without their support, I wouldn't

have had this amazing experience. SC has become such a huge part of my life. After being here for 6

years, I almost don't know what to say. Honestly, there is no place like SC, I'm not going to say that I

loved every minute of it, but overall I am sad to leave. There are so many memories here, and I had

so much fun. To all of my Colby girls, I luv u so much, u have made this past year so much better & I

will miss u. Africa group, omg I will never forget our trip, it was so amazing. WE WILL GO BACK! VD,

Hessian, Miss Harding, you guys have helped me thru so much, thank u for ur patience. Julien, ur

such a pain in the neck but life won't be the same without u. Steve and Adrian, thanks for making my
classes torture! JK we had a lot of fun tie somehow 111 miss u guys. Bonita 8e Bodjy luv u! Steph, we've

been thru a lot, don't forget it. Derinda, so much fun on our walks. Mandi, ur awesome sweetie never

change. Cece & Linden, honestly I dunno what to say to u guys, I luv u with all my heart, thank u for

being there thru it all. Grade 12: we made it thru, we are the class of 2007.
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It's hard to imagine that its been 4 years already. I will never forget all the memories and people that

I've met here. Special thanks to my mom and step dad for putting up with me. I couldn't have done it

without your help and support. To my true friends: Sophie even though u are in MTL you were the

closest friend to me. I thank u so much for listening and supporting me every single day. Ezra mon

amour, for always being there to listen, and sometimes giving crazy advice when I needed it most,

thank u so much iloveu. To those who were once my friends thank u for giving me a perspective and

teaching me life lessons. To those who went on Habitat trips, thank u for wonderful life experiences.

Never forget the memories and life lessons. To my teachers and coaches thank u for supporting me

and helping me grow in so many ways. Especially Miss Hessian you don't know how much you mean

to me, not just as a coach or teacher, but as a person. You've shared a lot of unforgettable experiences

with me and I thank you for your inspiration. To the grads, congrats and "We must become the

change we want to see in the world." - Gandhi.

Thank u for everything SC, I couldn't imagine it any other way.

I cant believe that this is the end of my two years at Stanstead College. Time really flies by when

you're having fun. Some days were tough, but at the end of every day, I was glad to be here and

wouldn't have changed anything for the world. I can’t put into words what these two years have

meant to me, and I can't put into words how thankful I am that I was able to experience Stanstead

College. I thank my family first and foremost, it's been difficult, but you've all been there to support

me and help me. I thank all my friends at the school for being there for me too, and all the great

memories. I thank everyone who has anything to do with the school, what you've done for me will

never be forgotten, and means the world to me. I wouldn't be where I am today, without all of you. To

all the grads moving on to new and exciting things, and to those who are staying behind, keep the

friends you made here close to heart, because without them you wouldn't be where you are today.

They were there yesterday, and are here beside you today, and will be there tomorrow.

I will never forget the times that I spent here, they will always mean the world to me.

Grads of 07, thank you for everything, best of luck in the future.

Halted
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"Be who you are and say what you feel,

because those who mind don't matter

and those who matter don't mind."

- Dr. Seuss
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"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it;

if you can dream it, you can become it."

- William Arthur Ward

I have finally reached the end of High School, and I never thought it would actually happen. I have to

admit that maybe Stanstead wasn't a bad choice after all. Thanks mum and dad for spending time,

effort, and money on an education and memories that will last with me forever. The encouragement
from all teachers here has been so helpful. Mrs. Elliot, my advisor, thanks for keeping me on my toes

in times of doubt and pressure, and Miss Roy for everything. To all my great friends, you truly made
Stanstead all that it could be and more. CL,JM,CD,LM: stick together because no matter what we
accomplish in life friendship is worth more than anything we could possibly gain. Your all I could

have wished for and our countless memories both good and bad, are unforgettable! MR: thanks for

being you. CM: you've been my everything, thanks for being there through whatever, whenever. RR:

you will always be remembered, in a good way even if you stole my boo. Last but certainly not least,

Frank Riddle thanks for an amazing year! Babbaganoue, forgive me. There is just not enough space to

go on about the amazing times I've had here with the people I've met and will always remember.

Well 07 WE DID IT!

Hgtrrj kitK

4 years of Stanstead College life is over!! 4 years have passed quicker than I thought. 4 years ago, I

didn't have a clue about what I was doing. I still can't believe that I'm graduating . Well, I'd like to

thank my advisor Mrs. Smith for all the support and help she has given me. Ms. Gittens, thank you for

having me who was a pain in the butt all the time for two years. Mr. Planetta, thank you for the 3

years of chemistry and biology. Also my Taiwanese friends!! You guys made me laugh all the time and
thanks for the late-night meals lol. Especially Kent, I love you too. Lastly, the Koreans!!! Sang-Jun lol

what can I say. Daniel, Kyle and Jae. You guys were so funny. Eun and Ashley, we never really talked

but good luck whatever you guys do. Also Cynthia, I know you can do it so keep working hard. You
guys were the best bunch of Koreans I've ever met in my 4 years at Stanstead. You guys have made
my time great here and it wouldn't have been this good without you guys.

Finally
,
I'M OUT OF HERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

JCxS SlMfl kclA\

First of all I'd like to thank mom and dad for giving me the opportunity to study another world. It's

been 6 years and I can't believe how fast it has passed. Chris White! We couldn't make more memories

but still I will remember you. Sang Jun, Harry and all my Korean family: Good luck next year! P.E.

GAY-Baetsen you are my future roommate and see you at Florida! All my Bugbee prefects we did a

good job! Mrs. May! Thank you for everything, you were always there for me and have fun at Hawaii

marriage! Good luck for your future! Mr. Spirk and Mr. Gray I'm sorry that I couldn't do my promise,

but there is next year! Dr. Stan and M. Smith are we going to white castle or not? Sumiho Nakatsu!!! It

was a great 2 years with you and it's very sad that it's going to be hard to see each other after this

year I'm so mad that this year went too fast! We couldn't have more fun because we were Grade 12 and

we knew how important it was and I understand. I'm going to miss you so much I can't imagine living

without you I want to write more about you but I will need all the pages of this yearbook so I will stop

here but you know I love you more than anything. Ok, let's stop here and let's make more memories

and let's have more fun next year! Nobody can stop our love. Love you and good luck next year!
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Two years have gone by so fast with so many great memories. I'll never forget the crazy videos we

made together in Colby or how we ended up having three roommates not two. The nights we walked

to Mainway; walking in a full-on blizzard but we're too cold in the spring and drove. Our drives

around, where we managed to drive in and out of every town and getting so lost we had to follow

Colby back. Or the time our entire calc class got hours for skipping, well, stampeding away from class.

Some advice; never eat four plates of Chinese food then sit two hours and think you won’t be sick. The

crazy breaks we had; I'll always remember Montreal, well parts of it. Florida was awesome, hardly

any sleep, lots of sun and won the only game we played! Remember the "SOTB" Walgreens and the

chexmix? Laser I'll never forget you snorkeling alone in Miami or the butterflies. The all-nighters

Cece and I pulled. Ronsse quit beating on my roomie! Thanks for the help JF, Spirk, Harding. We have

had some good laughs and tears in Colby and I'll never forget them and I'll never forget my Colby

girls. Thanks for a great year roomies. We survived Stanstead! Congratulations to the Class of 07

"Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly."

- Robert F. Kennedy

Hey everyone, I hope you all have a great summer and get ready for a new kind of life. I don't know

about you guys but I had a fast but good year. Grade twelve was something totally different then

eleventh grade but it’s all right. I survived and I hope that everyone had fun too. I wish to keep in

touch with you all and here is my email: kudashymax@gmail.com . The future is now something really

present and hard to handle. Don't party too much over the summer and have fun in your new plans.

See ya! Maxime Leblanc

j^ruoe Ud

First of all thank you mummindad for letting me come here, thank you Mrs. Carruthers for always

being there when needed most. Wow four years have come and gone in what seems to be seconds at

times but decades at others. Tori, brown hair freckles and a ghetto booty, consummating, foursome,

Sumi, why do you have to be so old? My lab partner for life, SMI, Amanda Panda my roomie,

bathroom, antiques, the Friday nights, your art telling me to die every night cant forget ANTM best

show ever, Steph, one word camp and you suck at Tetris, Chels, you're good at Tetris the door doesn't

work lets use the window, road trip, I think we're lost, no we're not look there's the church,

weekends, and can't forget Montreal, Lindsay Pinsay happy you're in the writeup, Butterfly world,

Lili, mi amora, leprechaun and rivers, Necola, animal and my beast. Ronsse, mango, where is my
present? Paul I will have the ring one day and Miquelon I won't trust you with it ever again. Mike and

Damien, snow ball fights that we could never win, Lord of the Rings adventure, rope swings, waltz,

and by the way orks aren't trees. And to anyone I ever went to mainway with.

To all the grads of 07 congrats and we will meet again.
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Well it's been an eventful year and a memorable 4. So many people to thank and shout out to. Thank

you TH for always being there for me I'll never forget you I love you. CC thank you for putting up with

me these 4 years, but I know you loved it. VD "clawww". Hessian animal, Spirkalicious NYC, Dugie

Papa thank you for making my life at SC a memorable one! My girlies Lisa, Jess, Cori, Caro, Cass,

Chelso, Linden, Michelle, I love you guys so much and it doesn't end here. You guys mean the world to

me and I want to thank you for always being by my side. And the boys, Matty, Steven can't forget the

deer and our ups and downs this year, Josh, Phil, Jesse, Adrian, Lil Ronsse, Ryan I'll never forget you

guys thanks for making life easy and hard at times but in the end it was good. To those I have not

mentioned: thank you for inspiring me, loving me, helping me, guiding me, pushing me and making me

become that best that I could be.

Congratulations to the grads of 07, now it's time to go conquer what we were set out to do since day

one.

Wow I can't believe high school is done. Well I guess I have to start with my parents who sent me here

thanx and I love u both. Then my 2 bros who I think have forgotten I exist. My gf Tara who is there

for me all the time and who I love to death. My Bugbee boys who made my year so fun, good luck in

the future, even though some of you are nuts. Can't forget my Colby girls, Chelsea Fortin and Lisa L,

Kim sick glasses, Danielle, Kory, Jess, Ainslie even though you stole my mom I'll see you in school

next year roomie. Adrian the only Spanish kid I like, Josh my lil c-boy (Brayden), u guys are sick.

Bugbee prefects EB WOP GAY JK and SPITFIRE. Then on to my little buzzles. Jesse you are the man

kid, you have potential and nice hair so use it. Then to my man Ryan you are my little GAP and I love

you bro, even though you made some rookie mistakes LOL. My old roommate Root even though u cost

me a football championship u made up for it in Rugby, we have many more nights of ballin together,

love ya. Gray you are my favourite swimmer of all time. Spirk thanks for listening and helping me this

year ur the best, but u know im a betta hockey playa.

Good luck to everyone, I'M OUT.

Malur-a\

"Dance like nobody's watching;

love like you've never been hurt

Sing like nobody's listening;

live like it's heaven on earth."

- Mark Twain

Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow.

Don't walk behind me, I may not lead.

Just walk beside me and be my friend."

- Albert Camus
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KoVstiM^jra-

6 amazing years. All I've experienced and every person I've met have shaped me in some way.

Simard, I could approach you with anything and knew you'd always have an answer for me. VD, your

passion is intoxicating. You can convince me of anything. Gray, the apocalypse ball haunts me day

and night. Wells, many of your words have stuck with me. Hessian, you made me love rugby and know

the meaning of hard work. Spirk, thanks for keeping me sane. Jess, it took us maybe 14 seconds to

become best friends. You're so unique and special to me. Cass, the first time I met you, you asked Jess

if you could borrow her razor because you hadn't shaved your legs in two years. I found you weird

and never thought I'd see the day where we'd be best friends. I know you'll do great things. Ceci, I

didn't always get what you were saying (immortal banana forces?) but thanks for always being there

no matter what. Cori, j'taime ma belle! Michelle, doesn't Drysol just blow your mind? Mike & Josh, I'll

miss being called a tease 81 times a day. Matt, thanks for the laughs and saying the weirdest things

(period all over...?). Mum & Dad, I know I've made you lose some hair over the years but I'll spoil you

when I'm making millions.

At Stanstead College we are friends, enemies, students, athletes, prefects, winners, losers, saints,

sinners, cowards, heroes, rebels, fire starters, suck ups, lovers and haters. However we are first and

foremost family. It was only when I began to write these words that I discovered how quickly time

goes by. If you taught me how to live, and how to love, how to forgive and forget, how to trust, how to

hold my head up high, or just simply taught me at all; I thank you. If you ever gave me a shoulder, a

second chance, company, countless hours of your nights to talk, criticism, compliments and most

importantly your friendship, trust, love and a home away from home; I thank you. To the

unforgettable few, this isn't goodbye just yet. To the future lawyers, rock stars, Hollywood stars,

psychologists, doctors, scientists, engineers, millionaires, geniuses, teachers, moochers, professional

athletes and white collars I wish you the best of luck. Remember, only you know what you don’t know,

write that down. Keep the blood in your head and keep your feet on the ground. Don’t waste your

words on lower cases and capitals.

Graduating Class of 2007, its been real.

Kurrse) MeKilcsp-

This year will be for me a very memorable school year and I will remember it for the rest of my life. I

swear 10 years from now I will never forget the type of hockey season we had: 23-game unbeaten

streak, the trip to Slovakia, Provincials and ETIAC Champions... One funny memory this year I will

always remember during hockey season is the prank call I got in Slovakia. The person reading this

knows who you are. The three nights I will always remember this year will be Cafe Cap, Grad and the

end of year variety show. There are so many people that I would like to thank for my unforgettable

school year. Mr. Van Dyke, my physics teacher, was the best teacher I had this year. He not only

helped me get into mechanical engineering but in my Jam club. I would love to do a special thank you

to my two hockey coaches: Mr. Mac and Mr. Rioux. If either of you are reading this, thanks for giving

me the opportunity to play in this amazing team. Lastly, I would like to thank all of my true friends

that I've made this year. They all helped me go through my tough times, whether it was from hockey

to a math problem. Thanks again and I'll miss you all!!!!

WifeiM.

I never would have thought that these words would come out of my mouth: I am Graduating out of

high school. I never could have done this without the help of a few people. Dad, thank you for

everything, keeping my job while I was gone, I know that the past year was hard, especially on you.

Blair Macintosh, you gave me the confidence and the support to send me here. Mr. Mac my advisor

for guiding me through my Stanstead career. Mr. Rioux for putting up with all the stupidities I did.

And of course my mother who did all she could and unfortunately will not see me graduate. A big

thank you goes out to all my friends that have come and gone at SC. I will always remember the 3

Championships this year and Perrotta by my side for all 3. There are the talks I had with everyone in

Davis as the tuck-shop guy.

As we sit on the shores of life and look out at the sea that is ahead of us, we can look back and see the

land that we have crossed is a solid foundation. As the water clears and we see what is ahead of us all

we can do is look back on the solid foundation we have to help us strive forward. Thank you to all,

thank you for putting up with me, thank you and I will miss every last one of you.
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First of all, I would like to thank my parents who gave me the opportunity to come here. I wasn't here
a long time but the time I had here was amazing. I would also like to thank everyone here that made
me feel part of Stanstead as soon as I arrived. Danielle, I hope we will keep in touch forever, because
you are such a good person and I've never had a friend like you! I'll miss so many things... zamboni
song before a hockey game, our intense conversation during an episode down Dufferin, meeting the

Sens and all the good things that we can't remember right now. Julien, t'es tenement gentil, on se voit

cet ete a St-Martin. French people, vous allez me manquer, vous etes tenement nice! Our after-study

nights at the tuck shop playing ping-pong and watching the hockey games were such good times. Our
snowball fights such good memories too. I would also like to thank Mr. Spirk and Dugie for giving me
the chance to play hockey and Ms. Hessian for the great rugby experience. Stanstead was for me, an
amazing experience and god I'm so glad I finally decided to come! I'll leave here with good memories,
thanks to all of you!!

First of all I'd like to thank my mom and my sister for giving me this amazing experience. I cannot

thank enough my advisor, Mr. Telling, for supporting me over the last 3 years. I couldn't have this

much fun without your help. Mihwa, sorry for waking you up every night... I'll miss you lots in

university. GANBARE! Fei, thanks for everything Feifei our friendship is forever!! Doro, I'll miss our
secret chats we had in class* Derinda! Thanks for supporting me for 3 years! I'll go to your house
someday! Rita C, Rita-! Ill miss your smile and cute Japanese! I'll tell you when I go to Taiwan. Yuka,
Akiko, Eun, Kei, Yoshi and Hiro, thanks for laughter. You guys always made me happy. And finally my
boyfriend Joo thanks for always being there for me. Without you, I couldn't have survived for 3
years. We're going to different places, but it doesnt mean anything, right? I'll never be able to forget

what you gave me. Thanks for everything, and I love you.

K-cia\ 0'Cc>i\V\e>r

"Success is not final,

failure is not fatal:

it is the courage to continue that counts."

- Sir Winston Churchill

Ou
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"The only way of finding the limits of the possible

is by going beyond them into the impossible."

- Arthur C. Clarke



"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints

Sinners are much more fun."

- Billy Joel

"Only the Good Die Young"

754 hours, later Matt graduated... Where's Barry? - dumb question, Lisa - lica/tisa, how are your

knees, the scabs all gone? Cece - do you want a quarter? Jess - uhhhh haha... Official spoonies. the

original Steve -my PI weekend says everything about us; lil Smith, Josh, Phil partially, and the

freshman aka I'm 12 years old, gappy Bedard, Jesse - the beachboy. Brian - what's that smell?

Ainslie - can I have $2.50 for the metro? Caro - would you rather, Chelsea - Morgan, Linden - tennis

ball, Adrian - you're just a freakshow, sasquatch Max - 6'4 German, Maria - bottle breaker, Nick - nice

haircut, Berke - vurnn, Sacha and Chris - buzzles, Joshy - stats song, have you ever woken up and...

Phil - fake concussion, 3rd Floor French Boys - damn you guys are French. Gray - plumber boy,

Spirk - deer/wrestling, Simard- bball king, VD - 1 own you at big man, Rioux - car keys? Gittens - nice

heels. This school has done so much for me, I am so thankful, I want to thank my friends and

teachers, but especially my parents, Mom and Dad you mean everything to me. It's always good to end

with a quote so "Friendship is like peeing on yourself: everyone can see it, but only you get the warm

feeling that it brings." I'm out! - Matt

Wow high school's over! These 2 years flew by. All new people many new friends. I have 2 thank my

family for making this come true. First I'll start with sports. Football was sick even though we didn't

win MATT, hockey even better, and rugby was fun - Champs. This year was a lil different then last I

found the love of my life. Bella I love you so much u made the last 9 months of my life amazing. I don't

think there will ever be a happier couple than me and you and you know it. We're gonna have so many

memories that are gonna stay with us forever, remember when we hit teeth in the piano room, ur dad

licks ur cuts, all of our 5:30 wake ups, our shooting star. I <3 U. Good luck next year and don't touch

any guys except me cause we're gonna make it work I promise! Now to all my friends thanks for

everything. All you hockey guys sick year. Steve and Matt thanks for getting me whipped for my

b-day. Josh sick home videos. Lisa my best friend thanks for everything. Phil c u at Carleton. Mike

thanks for Baton Rouge even though it was so expensive. Slovakia was insane. Alex and Dario we had

the sickest goal of the year. Everyone else you know who u r, thanks.

I'd like to start by thanking my parents for sending me here, for taking the chance to send me off on

my own but holding my hand tightly at the same time. I've grown so much (mentally lol), thanks to all

my teachers and coaches for bringing out the best in me. To all my friends, time went by fast because

of you. Thanks for all the fun, I will miss all of you! Ms. Wadleigh thanks for having my back all the

time, and during these two years I could feel that whether I'm up or down, you'll always be there for

me. Ms. Harding, I promise I'll go on to teach the egg-beater to the world. Kei, I’m going to melt!

Thanks for being the listener to both my best and worst moments. More than words, Kyle, that says it

all. Stay real and keep it up. Jin Kyo, Jae, Tim - stay ambitious! You guys are hilarious and I got your

backs, always. Paul I will never make those stupid jokes about uh... u know what I mean again.

Orlando, thanks for being my closest friend here. Nils, only coke and water for you! The Taiwanese -

you guys know you cant speak Thai! If I left anyone out, sorry but I'm running out of space! Congrats

and good luck to all grads of 2007 - Love much to all! Keep in touch.

Waterloo, HERE I COME!



"If everything seems under control, you're just not going fast enough."

I can't believe its over; the last two years have been amazing. I have to first of all thank my parents
for giving me this opportunity and supporting me along the way. I'm never going forget the time I

spent here and the great friends that I made. Bella... my wonderful roommate who makes me laugh
with all of her 'smart' comments... remember to 'be careful

1

. Danielle, there are just so many things,
Derek, Sam’s last night and all the new things you learned. Kimmy, I'll never forget our long talk on
the Connecticut trip... oh and your English. Becca oh how special you are... your moments of insanity
have been amusing... and yes Becca I am Jewish. Sarah you're not forgotten... all I can say is

Mainway obsessed. Barry... your wake up calls were always appreciated. The rest of the girls I will

miss you all. JR & BM your antics are not lost on me. Max I always enjoyed our talks in class.

Everyone else that I have spent time with over the last two years I thank you for the friendship.

Congrats to the Class of 2007, good luck and I hope to see you all again someday
- Trish

A.i\dh ^uw

- Mario Andretti

I would like to start this by giving my parents a huge thank-you for allowing me the opportunity to

attend Stanstead. Thanks also to Mr. Rioux... You're the man!! And to Mr Mac for everything he
taught me. Phil my soul mate thanx for all the good times! Steve my C-Boy, remember our one night

with Braden. Ainslie I will miss you more than anyone funniest kid I've ever met. Root have fun in

Miami, I'll be down to visit. Barry and our home videos and a wicked trip to Slovakia. Smithers I'll see

you every day, but may the Taradactal call live on! P.0. 1 love whip cream and I know you do too.

Dario best of luck next year and man are you good looking. And Alex score me 100 next year, we're
hanging out lots this summer and I love twins!! Nick I'll miss you and Good Luck! Frank we'll have a
Tent Party someday thanks for all the laughs. Thanks to all the other hockey guys. Especially Ryan
and Perrotta I know you'll miss me next year but let's win Can Am next year! Lisa 111 miss you soo
much but don't worry I’ll be up to Ottawa to visit! Cece Michelle Caroline Cass Jess all kool girls don't

miss my sexy bod too much!

Best of luck to anyone I forget! Big C Forever!!

A.dr-tsti\ Vai\ W<2£=k:<3\€!L\

"Do not be too moral. You may cheat yourself out of much life.

Aim above morality.

Be not simply good; be good for something."

- Henry David Thoreau
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First of all, I'd like to thank my father and mother for spending so much support and care for my high

school life, and for giving me this opportunity to study at Stanstead. Thanks to my advisor Miss

Wadleigh. the faculty, and all my classmates and friends over the past three years. In these three

years I grew a lot and obtained a lot of concern for everything.

Hope everyone has good health and best wishes.

1 Vktie. 0
First I would like to thank everyone who made this possible, my family and my friends. Second,

thanks to everyone who made my 3 years here the best years of my life. To my hockey boys, let our

careers take us wherever and just give it everything in the time you have. "Go Hard or Go Home"

(Martin Ausseroffer). To Kevin and Cedric keep up the hard work it has been a great pleasure sharing

the net with you guys. To the Mexicans I will always remember you, doesn't matter how far apart we

are. Charolastra (Sergio Lozano) its been a long road, just remember "Show no love. Cuz love can get

u killed bro". We're bros for life. MP thanks for being there for me when I needed you. Scummy bear

(Will A-R) thanks for all those late nights where we chilled until the early hours of the morning. To my

native family here, thanks for all the times we shared. Cori Nia:wen for keeping me in touch with my

inner native. Cass "the Cree Princess" thanks for everything and all the good times, I love u. Finally I

would like to thank all the teachers who have given me confidence and have helped me get through

this experience. I realized that Stanstead is not just a school but a family of students and teachers

from all over the world and I will miss it. Here is my final thank you to everyone, I love you all.

"Cowardice asks the question, 'Is it safe?' Expediency asks the question, 'Is it politic?' Vanity asks

the question, 'Is it popular?
1

But, conscience asks the question, 'Is it right?
1 And there comes a time

when one must take a position that is neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but one must take it

because one's conscience tells one that it is right.

- Martin Luther King Jr.



Thank you to my family for putting up with me throughout the year. To everyone who has been a

friend to me, I thank you. I wouldn't have made it through the year without you. To everyone who has

helped me in any way, I thank you as well. To the few who were always there for me, I thank you the

most. I've had some experiences here that I will never forget... and some that I want to forget as soon

as possible. However, between all the happiness, sadness, trouble, laughter, anger, and regrets... I

wouldn't change a thing. For those of us who are lucky enough to be coming back next year, I look

forward to seeing some of you again. For the graduating class of 2007, congratulations and good luck

with whatever the future may hold for you. One.

First of all I would like to thanks my parents because without them I would never be in Stanstead. It

has been a great and fun year. I will always remember all the good memories and the good times I had

here. Thanks to my roommate Julian Perrotta who made my year even better. Thanks to Mr. Spirk

and Mr. Gray who in Bugbee House made me feel at home. Thanks to my teachers, Mrs. May, Mrs.

Gittens, Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Planetta, Mr. Elliot and Mr. Foster. Mauricio, Diego Gonzales, Javier,

Piston and Chava I hope you'll remember me, I will always remember you guys. Mike V I'm gonna miss

you man, good times. Jeje Thomson (Jerome) I looooved your chocolates, Thanks for all your help and

advice. Jonathan 21, good luck in CEGEP, have fun. Joo I wanna play winning eleven again. I spend

now two years in Stanstead College and without a doubt those were the two best years of my life so

far. I learned a lot from it and made many friends from different cultures. Like diamonds are forever,

well, Stanstead memories are also forever. I would like to give some special thanks to Mrs. May who
helped me a lot, Mr. Williams my tennis coach and Mr. Prevost my advisor. Mr. Spirk and Mr. Gray

thanks again for all you've done. It was a great year. See you.

Three years at Stanstead College! Finally leaving with some good and bad memories in three years got

suspended 3 times which is not very good. My first year at Stanstead wasn't what I would call very

productive in school but outside of school I had a lot of fun and made a lot of friends. My first

roommate ever at Stanstead Joo-Sung Kim what a great kid I liked him a lot as a roommate. I made

close friends with Miguel and now that he left school I still see him every once in a while. My second

year was ok I was still in compulsory the whole year but I took the year pretty relaxed with my
buddies Phil and David. My last year at Stanstead in a way I'm pretty happy to leave because the

school wasn't something for me plus my grades weren't very good. My last year here at Stanstead

went by so quick and now that I realize I won't see most of the people I met and learned to appreciate

them. First of all I would like to say thanks to my roommate Ludwig Ritter for waking me up every

morning. Then I would like to say thanks to my advisor who kept me out of trouble a lot of times

thanks Miss Smith. Then there's Phil who I think was a great guy, Josh, and to all the others I forgot

thanks for everything. Thanks.

3
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I can't believe time has passed so fast, I am gonna graduate next year. This is my third year at

Stanstead College. Ive really had a good time this year. I would like to say thank you to all my

teachers and especially thank you to Mrs. Retchless who used her free time to teach me English

grammar, and Mr. Van Dyke for being a funny advisor. Thanks to Jerome, Mihwa, Sumiho, Joo, JC

(Pen Tai), Eli, Freda, Dorothy, Andy, Simon, Kent, Bruce, Eric who brought so much fun, also thanks

to Derinda, my bathroom roommate who always helped me to correct my essays, and also for always

being crazy in my room. Thank you Eun Mi also been xi hen er, who makes us laugh. I would also like

to thank my mother who gave me the chance to come here. To the graduating class of 07, good luck

and have fun.

V/^ler-oe

Wow! 3 years have gone by so fast. I would like to thank my parents for giving me this great

opportunity. So many good memories this year, first our Clique; I'll never forget about us, Judith, Wat

and Mariana; English unites us together. I'll always remember us trying to do the BEEP dance!

Triathlon was so much fun with you girls, sorry Ms. Roy for always being late & a Princess! I'll see

you girls next summer! Judy, whats a Popsicle? Best Roommate EVER; see you at ur new apartment

in Germany! Nat, my 2nd roommate, the shortest but the Loudest. Next year won't be the same

without you. Looking forward to this summer and the weekends at ur apartment next year! Good

Luck in CEGEP. CloClo, tu dois revenir l'annee prochaine, ur my Craziest Princess &? my #lPartyGirl!

I'll always remember our early breakfast group; CloClo la Princess, Tania, Tory & the Hockey guys.

My snweird girl Tory, I'll see you next year! Last but not least, Nick *Whats Wrong Nick?* If it wasn't

for Nat we would have probably never met. Thx Coucoune! Next year we'll be the Coolest Losers! Je

t'aime Nick! Thanks to all my friends for making my years here at SC unforgettable. I'll miss you guys

so much, love you all!

Heres the end of another school year... finally :P This year, I had the opportunity to laugh a lot.

Thanks to Josh or Boubou for example XD or on the bus rides during soccer season and in the locker

rooms during the hockey season. Good times also thanks to "the Germans", Ludi, Nils Nayls Nilsaah

and Max, I remember the thailandese food in Ottawa, to Mike Vassilakis, a.k.a. The Greek, and our

endless debate on proteins (sorry I had to,..), to the "French connection in Stanstead", Paul Emile and

Mickael and... Jay. JC, Sacha, thanks for the help in the gym, I will miss you guys and Sacha, good

luck next year... to the hockey guys, thanks for your support during the season, some for your advice,

some for your comfort... JF, Cedric, Jesse, thanks for your hospitality during the break, three

wonderful experiences, it reminded me of my friends in Switzerland and that counts a lot. The best at

the end, I had the chance to meet the most fabulous and interesting girl, Dorothy Chan, who made me

forget the world (literally) when I'd be depressed. The best memories I will keep from Stanstead are

with you and you are the most important part of my year in Canada, as you gave me the strength and

a reason to stay away from home. I love you! Sincerely, Jerome

To start off, I would like to thank God for giving me the opportunity to come to this school. I am sure

that my experience at this school will help me succeed in my future education and career. I would like

to thank my mom for putting up with me throughout the years and my brother for being my little

brother. I'm very happy about the people that made living here a positive and memorable experience.

Thanks to all the coaches that took me under their wings. I hope that I'll finish this year on a positive

note and come back with more to prove in football, basketball and rugby. For the people I care for that

are not coming back, I would like to thank you for sharing my high school year(s) and cheers to

lifelong friendships.

- CHINO

T^riaVv Ov<5>
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Wowww, already 5 years I have passed here! First of all, I would like to thanks my parents for

sending me here. They supported me the entire time I have been here and I really appreciate it a lot.

It was a wonderful experience and I will never forget my time here. JC, ca fais 5 ans qu'on est

ensemble ici de ESL a fin... on est enfin fini mais le pire c'est que je vais m'ennuyer des bons moments

qu'on a eu ensemble... meme quand tu me torturais ahah! Hebert, toi aussi tu va me manquer... on se

call stete;) Nath... will always remember that slap you gave me ahah!! Ohio Chlo... on c fais du fun en

classe en math lol classe de fouu :P... Polo ma toujours me souvenir de Por Favor ahahah! Kev on se

call stete, va falloir tu vienne faire un tour le gros! Ryan ahah... wish you the best luck in your hockey

future, you got the talent, use it! No Sharon I havent forgot you ahah... it has been a pleasure of

spilling your coffee every morning ahah dont worry I will come and visit! And for those I forgot I wish

you the best luck in life and have a great summer!!!

Heebie Cr^W
5 years have come and gone n now it's time to say goodbye. Although I'm moving on Stanstead will

forever live in me. I want to thank my mom n dad for always bein there for me. Maman je t'aime.

Thanks for the countless rides. Dad I still think I can beat u up, thanks for letting me try. VD,

whaddup sir? Basketball season was amazing, I wish I could go back.*RPS! Miss Gittens, best advisor

ever. Love u like a mother. Nat, I've known u since grade 7, good luck in cegep next yr. Lisa, let's go

do a BNE, u bring the drysol I'll kick down the door. Booboo, ur my better darker half. Know that I'll

always b there if u need me. Smile so I can see u! Lissy, ur short. Deal with it. Tori, I definitely have

an inventory of ur socks, I know u were wondering where those ran off to. Ew. Feet. Bubs we've had

our ups n downs but ull always b in my heart. N yes, ur an awesome speller "Word of the week" B, I'm

so proud of u. I'm so glad we got this chance to make up for lost time. "Check ur LEFT pocket". To my
sister Mel, remember that even tho we fight were still the only two ppl that know about the killer

squirrels. Lastly I'd like to thank myself for finishing the year, cus I dont think I could survive

another one.

Gkl<Ns

This year was amazing, quite different than every other school I've been to. But, I keep good

memories from this 06-07 year. Thanks dad for BELIEVING in me. I don’t know if I would have made

it through without you, you are the reason why I keep pushing myself to the limit. Here, I met people

that I will never forget. Vaval, princesse, Trop de choses se sont passees avec toi cette annee. JE

T'AIME BOURASSA. Nat, the amazing times we had hanging out in Montreal! I love you little townie,

good luck in Montreal! The good times I spent here, the hockey season, the bowling nights everything

was awesome. Tori straight up from 514 Ghetto, Michelle, Judith, Juju et tout nos blablas<3. The

hockey boys you are all so yourselves, all so crazy! The hockey season was so much fun. Florida and

its weird seagulls! The long bus rides in the freezing bus, and much more. JC, Coco, Kev, MR, MZ, FO,

TLD, Bader; I'll see you around in MTL. Drew, you are certainly the one I'll miss the most, I will never

forget you, one love <3. And for all of you that I forgot, good luck and have fun. Call me when Im

famous.

<3 Chloe <3

p)irai\Jb>\\ Pe>rUi\

Well, five long years at Stanstead have ended, and I still have one to go. First off, I'd like to thank my
parents for forcing me to come here. I say that yet I enjoyed it. Stanstead was a great place to meet

new people, and being a day student in a boarding school is fun. First, I'd like to thank Mr. Rioux, who

is the most passionate teacher I've ever had. Second, Ms. Gittens, from English class to the softball

field, we never missed a laugh. I'd also like to thank my friends. Mike, two years straight of me

dragging you down and yet you still made it into CEGEP, congratz, and Good Luck. Nick, this was your

first year here and we hit it off, I can't wait for next year to come around. Orlando, Kei, Paul, we had

fun some times, more often then not. The five year kids, Michelle, Nat, Smith, a lot of you aren't

coming back, but good luck wherever you end up in life. Jeff, GL next year here at Stanstead as well.

Lots of people have come and gone throughout the years, and I remember them all. Last of all, it sucks

to see you leave as HD Mr. Rioux, but I'm still psyched for Comparative Politics.
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First and foremost, I would like to thank my parents who gave me this unique opportunity to have a

wonderful education at Stanstead. Throughout my first year, I've stepped out of my comfort zone,

pushed my limits and I've made friends that I'll remember for the rest of my life. A special thanks to

Mr. Mac and Mr. Rioux for an unforgettable hockey season, and also to the teachers who really give

their best and care about education. Also a special thanks to my "Iron man" advisor Mr. Ross who

was awesome. I won't forget: the championship Senior Boys' hockey team; our terrible rides on the

21-bus with Larry; the French Connection: Dario, P-0, Mike, Boubou, Cedric, Kevin. My Quebecer

roommate "wannabe" Nick with his hours spent on the phone and our long talks; our trip to Slovakia;

comedian Josh; New-Yorkers Steven and Barry and Will; Julian the Italian; Jerome my sweet adorable

Suisse; all my team-mates from the hockey team and all the fun we had; and finally, 23 games without

a loss for 45 wins.

Remember, "Leaders are made, they are not born. They are made by hard effort, which is the price

which all of us must pay to achieve any goal that is worthwhile." -Vince Lombardi

JuiliA

OH sh** (I hour Friday night) grad write-up is due tomorrow! There are so many memories to

mention and I will cry if I start writing down all of them! All the people I've met and the experiences

(improve my English-popsicle) I had. My parents - thx for makin it possible for me! Jojo - leave...

remember that every morning at 7 val?! - hate that song but love u!! Thx for bein my roommate! And

roomies #2 + #3, Nat + Mariana!! What can describe us? Not words, for sure! Us 4: always loud (Nat,

but not negative! Love u!) and stupid. "You've got a friend!" oh, nicks missing - the American part of

the clique, thx for saving my life in Magog! Doerthe!! 1200 characters aren't enough for our

memories! Germany and many things I can't say here! I love u so much, thx for EVERYTHING!! LiLi,

Toronto, Montreal, Texas was so fun!! Lookin forward to Mexico! I'll miss u! chot chot chot - Victoria

Africa!! That was sick an also because of u!! Thx for support when it was necessary! Chloe, thx for the

weekend - my partygirl!! Finally - Germans, oft wars witzig, aber nicht immer!

All the people who were there for me & who made my year fun in good and in bad times - thank you so

much! I'll miss it!

A fourth year at Stanstead has gone by, and another to go. My first graduating year has come, so

quickly it has been. So many thank yous I owe to people. I want to start with my parents for their

support; I really do appreciate it even though you may think otherwise sometimes. One day I can

promise you that you will be proud! Many thanks to my friends in grade 1 1, the hockey boys for an

amazing and funny season, Val, Chloe, Nat and all the rest that I haven't named. I will miss all of you

that are leaving and hope to see you one day. Stanstead College gave me the chance to have friends all

over the world and I am so grateful for that. My Mexican relationships will always stay in my heart

and yea I'm talking about you (Hermana Mariana V. and... you know who!) All my memories of you all

at SC will stay with me forever. I can't wait to see you all again in the future.

Congratulations to all 06-07 graduates!

Thanks to you all again!

F^err-e Oliver 3eai\

First, I would like to thanks to my parents who game me the wonderful opportunity to come to

Stanstead. Also thank you Mr. Rioux for everything you did. This year has been wonderful for me as a

part of the school. I'll remember a lot of things from this year: Football season, Slovakia trip with the

hockey team, hockey tournament in Pittsburgh, uncountable amount of hours spent in the 21

passenger for hockey trip, the huge room for legs in the 21, the number of times we stopped at

McDonalds after a game, the whole hockey team for those pre-game conversations and this humour

throughout the year, Dario for his dancing skills, Alex the healthiest person I've ever met, again Alex

and Dario my favourite linemates, Josh for his jokes and all the annoying sounds, Smith also for all

those annoying sounds, Nick my favourite French Canadian who doesnt speak French, Mike for all

those jokes and stories, Bourassa for all the funny stuff that nobody other than you can make,

Corriveau the older but the smaller, Kev and all the ladies he wants.

"Pain is nothing compared to what it feels like to quit."

"Pain heals. Chicks dig scars. Glory lasts forever."



First I wanna thank my family for getting me here. It's been 3 years at Stanstead and it has passed

really quickly. A lot of things happened: met new people, learned new stuff, had lots of experiences

that I could never have at home. This space is not enough to say how happy I am for having spent part

of my life in SC. I'm going to miss lots of people, how could I survive in Canada without these people?

Sumiho; you always helped me, you make me really happy and comfortable, every time I talk with you
I can love myself more. Arigato! I'll see you in Japan. Fei and Rita; you guys are so cute and are really

good friends. One more year to go! Let's cook more! Dorothy; you are really mature and funny. I'm not

gonna forget what we talked about... in private lol. Madame Roy; you were a great advisor for 3 years!

You helped me a lot. Did my English improve? I wish you could stay. Anyway, I'm going to see you in

Alberta! Maxime; yeah its your turn now lol. You are the weirdest person and I never thought I'd be

going out with a Canadian boy. Same as Sumi you changed how I am and I can love myself more now.

You were always beside me whenever I was sad or happy. You are the best boyfriend I've ever had. Je

t'aime beaucoup mon amour. Thank you to everyone who supported me. I love you all. Love, Mihwa

I learned a lot this year; things like get through the stress :). But especially, I know how happy to give

a present to the special person. Last, "F", next year, I'll get you

Jim
Oh my god. I can't believe this is my third year and I've just finished another year. There were lots of

memories. Especially this year, the time has gone by so fast. Harry Kim, one of the best Korean Bro

in this school. I could stand up and go forward because you helped me a lot. I always feel sorry for you
because I was always getting something from you. I'll miss you so much. Have a nice life in

university. And the other Korean Bro, Sang Jun. You are the most cool guy in Stanstead I think, and
also the meanest guy at the same time LOL. I'll miss you so much. Kyle, 111 miss you also.

First of all I would like to thank my parents for everything that they have given me in this past year

and for giving me the chance to come to Stanstead. I would like to thank Mr. Rioux and Mr. Mac for

giving me the opportunity to play hockey. Alex, we had an amazing year together as roommates and it

sucks that it's coming to an end. The French connection, P.0, Dario, Alex, you guys had an amazing

hockey season. Josh, you're an unbelievable comedian and it was great on those long 21 passenger

bus rides. Frank, I am going to miss you, good luck in hockey. Jerome, my lovable Suisse, stay

positive and you can do anything. To all the other hockey players, good luck in your future! The

clique, great talks and walks (and saving peoples lives at 4 in the morning in Magog), I'll miss you

guys. Hat, we had good talks and it's all because of you Val and I met. Val, don't worry be happy, smile

once in a while, and stop getting mad at me when I ask you *whats wrong*. We will be losers together

next year and we will make it a year we will never forget, Je t'aime Val. I will miss everybody and

hopefully see you next year!

Lap<su\)e

Wow it's already been five years! Time really flew by here at Stanstead. I'd like to thank my parents

for sacrificing so much to send me here, my teachers for everything they've done for me over the

years, the advisors I've had: Mr. Schieb, Mr. Davies and Mr. Foster for always being there if I needed

help, and most importantly my friends who have made my stay here at Stanstead as enjoyable as it's

been. I won't list you all, you know who you are. Without you there is no way my stay would have

been as memorable as it was. Make sure to stay in touch! So thanks to all those people for making my
five years here fly by (and for the record I do realize this is a very traditional, see boring, write up :p)



First of all, I would like to say thanks to my parents for giving me the opportunity to study in

Stanstead. Also, I would like to say thanks to all the teachers, I know how teachers hated to teach me
since I don't talk much in class. However, I will never forget the time that I had here, especially the

last two months of grade 10, the parties during weekend, I'll never forget everything that happened

to me in Stanstead. Special thanks to all the Taiwanese, I can't imagine what will happen without

having you guys here, especially Eric, Andy, Kent and Simon, I really enjoyed the time that I spent

with you guys, good luck in university! Michael Lee, I feel so sorry for bringing you here and leaving

you next year, but the five years friendship between us won't go away because of that, two more
years to go, good luck! The 'Su' Family, good luck in everything, and take care of mic mic lee and

yourself. Mr. Simard, I will never forget the time that we had in History class and basketball, you and

Mr. Hull are the coaches that I'll never forget. It's been my pleasure to live with you guys, Good luck

for all of you! Hope I'll see you guys somehow in the future.

S&fua Maixud
That was one fast year, had fun, being with my friends 24/7, it was a great year! I would like to thank

first of all my parents that gave me the chance to come to Stanstead, a year that I will always

remember, and that I'll never forget, thanks! To all my other friends, my Mexican banda, Diego, Oscar,

Daniel, Liliana, etc, muchas gracias x hacer este ano como fue, muy bueno el ano, gracias! LQM! My
charolastra and bro, thanks for making this the sickest of years, I had sick memories with u my bro!

Chancho! Spirk, thanks for always being there for me when I needed you the most, I'll always

remember you, thanks! To all my coaches, thanks for the great times and championships that we won
like rugby and soccer! Mrs. Elliot and the whole cast of the play, I had the best of times and Miss,

thanks for teaching me lots of stuff like history, hahaha. Jess, I'll never forget you; hope to see you in

the future! Cece and Lisa, las quiero mucho a las 2! Mr. Rioux thanks for everything!

Mrs. May, I'll always hate math but I loved your class, thanks! Saskua and Matt, sick break, and

thanks!

Sick moments, good times and great memories!!

What can I really say... I would like to thank my parents for putting up with me. And now the

memories... to the girls, tic-tac-toe, we'll try another room, 'embraser' means kiss not the other word
that starts with a b. I am not snweird, that's not even a word! Yes the right side of my butt is owned
by someone and the left is owned by someone else, my booty distinguishes me as do my freckles and

brown hair. Dont forget the signal to cuddle. Fights in the snow (that we never really won). Crazy

nights in the town of Stanstead with the townies. (I'll walk on the sidewalk instead of the middle of

the road). Nonsensical words from my roommate, the girl who never did her homework. AFRICA...

way too many stories to even begin talking about, love you all especially my gangster friends, no more
pills for me. MTL peeps... you know who u are. The German-girl who spoke germish, we sang well

together. Sitting and watching them people play music. I am l'Anglais (I'll miss the French classes

together). I just don't remember much else. To end this, for ALL GRADS good luck out there. Nothing

else for now, still another year... and cya later in another place and another time, no goodbyes for

now...

G4ir-co
First of all I want to thank my parents for giving me this great opportunity. Like many people know I

came here for hockey and I don't regret my decision at all. Thanks to Mr. Rioux and Mr. Mac for the

chance that they gave me. This first year here was a really big experience for me. The first day at

Stanstead I was asking myself, "Why did I come here?" But after one year here now I know why.

During the whole year, I had a lot of fun with my roommate, the hockey players, football players,

rugby players and all the others. Living 24/7 with everyone was another big experience and I learned

a lot from everyone here, especially English with Rita for half of the year. Thanks, I had a lot of fun

with you. Other things that I won't forget are the hockey trip to Pittsburgh in the 21 passenger and

all the fun that we had. One of the biggest souvenirs that I will keep in my head from my first year at

Stanstead is the trip to Slovakia with Marty and "Cousin Diego". This year was a fantastic one with

all you guys and I really look forward to my next year here at Stanstead. For those who are not

coming back next year it was a pleasure to be with you. For those who are coming back, see you next

year.
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It's crazy how time goes by so fast at Stanstead. Everyday the same routine and yet the end of the

year arrives so fast. I can't believe my second year at Stanstead College is already over. I am sure I

will keep some very good souvenirs of this year in particular all the friends that I made who are

leaving and that I will probably never see again. I just hope I can keep in touch with you guys so one

day we can meet again and speak about the Stanstead experience. And for sure, what would be

Stanstead without the sports? We had some great seasons, some big deceptions but also a lot of fun. It

reflects pretty well life in Stanstead, a lot of fun with your friends but also some deception. Arf when

I look back at this year, I really think it was great and that I will keep some great memories. Two

years of my life that have been for sure well spent. I look forward to next year for my third and

(hopefully) last year at Stanstead College.

Ou

Hi, first of all I would like to say thank you to the people that allowed me to come to Stanstead College.

I had a good year and I learned a little bit of English (even if half of the school is French). I would also

like to thank our hockey coaches and everybody who worked and helped us for the hockey season.

Good luck for your future everybody.

Ciao

Dario Pandurevic

This is my third year in Stanstead! I can't believe that I've spent so much time in this school. People

that I've known from Stanstead have graduated, one by one, over these past years. It really surprised

me hew fast time goes that I have suddenly become one of the grads. Life in Stanstead gave me so

many different memories to recollect. Prom the school dances, basketball tournaments, winter

carnival, Ottawa trip, tennis games, multicultural week and the grad party, I have enjoyed them all

this year. And living in Webster with all these crazy girls was not new but fun experiences. I want to

say thank you to my parents for providing such a chance for me to study here, and I would also like to

thank all my friends and teachers who supported and taught me throughout these years. I will be

missing all those people who are graduating this year... Best wishes for all those people who are

graduating this year, I hope you all have a great time in university!
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It seems like yesterday when I came here and left everything back home. I was excited but didn't

know what to expect, now a couple of weeks before the end of the year I look back and realize it was a

great experience & I enjoyed every minute of it, this couldn't have been better. Thanks to my mom &

dad who always support me. Judith I'll always remember those great breaks, Brian I'll miss u & those

random days together thanks 4 everything yucky! Victoria Nip/Tuck fans forever, Chris u r so hyper

but that's why I love u, Sarah "There's more to u than there is to u". Linden love u, take care or I'll

have to come back again. My bonita I'll be waiting for u in Mexico, Derinda keep the room dark!

Mexicans: Lucia te voy a extranar "Seasons of Love". Mariana juramelo! Maripily k buen break!

Oooscar grax! Sergioo no eh (vas a extranar cosquis) & Diego companero de disco, Colby girls LQM!

"When u r sad I'll dry ur tears. When u r scared I'll ease your fears. When u r worried I'll give u hope.

If u want to give up I'll help u cope. If u r lost & can't see the light, I'll be ur light & shine so bright.

This is my oath that I'll pledge to the end. Why u may ask, because u r my friend."



First of all, I'd like to thank my mom and dad for giving me this opportunity. I'd also like to thank my

friends for sticking with me through good and bad times. Last thanks to the faculty and coaches, for

the chances they gave me. Soccer team: good job guys we came from the bottom to win it in the finals,

I'm proud to have had the chance to play with you guys. Hockey guys: WOAH! Never played on a better

team in my life, hope to see you guys go far. Rugby, same as soccer, excluding the fact that I've never

played in my life, we came from not much to being the best at the end. Most memorable moment. 3

championships, in 3 sports with 3 majors S! Can't leave that out! But yeah... this was definitely the

most productive year for me and others. I would like to congratulate all students on performing to

their best in everything. And again, my friends, I'll always remember you.

Alright, where can I begin? Let me say thanks to my parents for giving me the opportunity to spend

an amazing year at Stanstead. I had an awful lot of fun with Ludi, Adrian, Nils, Michael and Jerome,

m miss u guys!!! Thanks also to my roommate Brian, for a chilled year, relaxing study times and for

introducing me to the sickest sport; basketball. I also want to say thanks to all teachers and coaches,

Mr. Van Dyke and Mr. Rioux for making me interested in Physics and for teaching me (sometimes too

much) about 20th century, Mr. Simard for giving us a 3-day crashcourse in Canadian History and

helping me to pass the exam and making me like football and love basketball - tough season but an

unforgettable finish! Last but not least Rugby season, tough sport and also exhausting.

Ludi; war schon ne geile zeit mit dir, best wishes for next year. Nils: Ich hoffe du hast viel gelernt in

diesem Jahr. Adrian you tall sasquatch, it was a good time with you, I hope well see us again. Bella,du

bist mir auch eine, ziemlich kompliziert und doch sehr einfach. Ich weed dich vermissen. Judith, wir

sehen uns aufm Oktoberfest, viel erfolg. Jerome pass gut auf dich auf du Schwitzer.

First off I would like to thank my family who made it possible for me to attend Stanstead. This year

went by so quickly, and I made a lot of friends and great memories. To the entire hockey team, this

year was an experience in its own. Every weekend piling into the 2 1 and travelling for hours, good

times!! Of course I can't forget about our trip to Slovakia!! What can I say; spending two weeks in

Slovakia with all the guys was great and unforgettable. We went 7-0 and learned a lot and will never

forget... Budapest Will. Special thanks to Mr. Rioux and Mr. Mac for making the season a successful

and very enjoyable one. To everyone else, I don't think I could have made it through the year without

you, you guys are true friends: JV, AS, PG, DP, JP, LR, AV, WA, RB, JH, CM, LM, CD, and last but not

least Caroline. You are a great person and a great friend. You were always there for me and I will

never forget it! My roommate Dario, this year was great. At the beginning you could barely speak

English and I knew barely any French, but we made it!! My time spent at Stanstead is memorable and

the people I met I will never forget. Congrats grads, we made it! And good luck where ever life takes

you!!

U*Wt# IUUqt

My first experience of Stanstead College: driving through the main entrance and seeing all the red

brick buildings. My first thought of this school: wearing a uniform the whole year and not leaving

campus for weeks. I had to get used to many strict and new rules, but I also had fun with my new

friends, who came from all over the world. I also experienced that sports are played with much more

enthusiasm and honour than in Europe. The first thanks are of course going to my parents who gave

me the great opportunity to come here. Without them, I might not have been able to come to this

school. I also thank them for giving me the chance to be here one more year (Vielen Dank, ich bin sehr

stolz auf euch!). I also want to thank all the new friends I made. I really had a great time with you

guys! I want to thank my roommate Simon Bourassa. Some told me at the beginning of the year that I

would want to change rooms within a month because he is quite an active guy. But this was not the

case, we were very good friends all year. I want to thank Adrian for inviting me to his beautiful house

over’ breaks. Nils, Max and Jerome, who were really good friends of mine and of all the others whose

names I can't recall now. And of course the teachers, who are way better than those from home.

|
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At first, I would like to say thanks to my parents, Marc and Nicole that supported me throughout
these 5 years, I really appreciate everything that you have done for me, if it wasn't for you, mom (p.s.

m'ma tu n'a aucun regret a avoir, tu sais de quoi je parle..) n dad (merci de m'avoir donner
l'opportuniter de reussir dans la vie), I don't know where I would be right now, Patricia (merci bebe
pour m'avoir supporter cette anner, jusqua la fin, ti amo). CoCo who's a really special kid, YEAH coco
on la faite, fini eak icit haha, meme si tu menerve parfoi, jtaime paraille hahaha, Julien H. haha on a
commancer ensemble et maintenent on fini ensemble, my roommate Mike, keep it up buddy, never
give up, I know you will be successful later on, and to all of those who made my gray dayz at

Stanstead much better haha. So much stuff has happened here, but I will always remember the worst
of all, fighting against the school for hairstyles and weekend leaves lol. To Mr. Poster who has always
helped me during my 4 years in Bugbee, merci monsieur j’appreci royalement. Now that I am finally

done with Stanstead, I am ready for a new step of my life, but I will always remember these 5 years, it

was worth it. LUV Y'ALL AND SEE YOU ONE DAY! Jean-Christophe Roy

Thank you very much to my parents for letting me have such a great experience in Stanstead that I'll

never forget. My teachers, Mr. Van Dyke do you want to play tic tac toe? Ms. Campbell gracias por
todo! Ms. May dont change you're the best, and next year I’ll be still complaining. Mrs. Milene, thank
you very much for all the attention, for being always there for me in the good and in the bad
moments. Mrs. Ross! Thank you very much for being so nice to me, being my mom for a few moments,
which were great I appreciate it! Ms. Hessian Thank you! I had a great rugby season. Ms. Harding
thank you for a great swimming season and letting me show you that I can do it. CHANCHO! We’re the
best tennis team ever (matching outfits, yea baby!), I’m coming next year so we are gonna LOVE life

ok? Love u. MAU! Te voy a extranar como no tienes idea! Te quiero muchisimo! Liliana (pedalta) y
Lucia (lucy cursi) las voy a extranar demasiado! Las quiero chikis. Christine!! The cutest loser, I love
you.

Cuando la vida te da mil razones para llorar, demuestrale que tienes mil una para sonreir.

Smiles are always free!

Karaite

- 1 enjoy long walks on the beach, candle-lit dinners and... wait wrong interview. First; old and cliche,

but mom & dad, I know sometimes I could do better, but believe me, I will be trying harder. Linds&Ry,
thanks for the support. OK - Slovakia, great trip, great friends... annoying ducks out the window, shut
'em up Roids. To the crew; you know who you are, you know what we did, and we'll leave it at that. JV,
B.C, good times wit ma main man, never thought you'd come, but it was one hell of a ride. We gonna
kick it like 82 and a bag of cheetos this summer don’t worry your lil heart. Corissa McComber... do I

want to drop kick you?!?... depending on the week I guess... it’s been a solid year babe, ups and downs,
thnks fr th mmrs-

Drive safe ladies and gents, don’t worry I’ll be here till Thursday. This is LC out -

Stanstead has been a big part of who I am. 5 years have gone by so fast & it's finally over! I want to
thank my parents for giving me this wonderful opportunity & for all your encouragement! Miss.
Campbell for always rescuing me! So many good times &? unforgettable memories I’ve had here! - MICH
my first friend at SC, I’ll never forget our great moments! - JC mon frere! Thanks for all the hugs! I'll

be needing more next year! - COCO/Ju thanks for bugging me Se always making me laugh! - Tory my
snweird girl lol I’ll miss you tons! - Chlo crazyest girl I know, thanks for making things interesting!

-Hockey boys ur full of yourselves, but we gotta luv ya!* Last but not least MYCLIQUE> I've had an
amazing year with you! Judy you’ll miss my singing! I'll miss u, thanks for everything & all the
advice! Mariana I'll never forget our giggles &? laughs! My fav gossip girl! Nick thanks for all our talks
&? walks, the only man in our clique! Val - My BF, we've been through so much together, I have no idea
what I’ll do without you next year! I'll miss you, promise I'll visit + weekends to my place! Smiles And
Tears, Giggles And Laughs, Late Night Calls And Cute Photographs, I'll Be There For U Till the end,

HiinU A/t a«avvav.I m-. — _ 1 Till • I /“( 11 IIBest Gurlies ’orever! To everyone else, I'll miss you! *Goodluck!
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This year at Stanstead College was definitely a lifetime experience for me. First there are so many

different cultures at the College; I've never met so many people from foreign countries like here in

Stanstead. I learned a lot about the other cultures, about different food and I even learned some

words in different languages. The school put a lot of pressure on me with all the tests, assignments,

and quizzes and after-school sports but after a while I got used to it and learned how to deal with the

pressure. This year I met a lot of different students from all over the world which I hope to see again

one day. Enough said, now I want to thank some people. First I want to thank my parents who made it

possible to come here for me and even let me stay until the end of the year, which was the right

decision for me. Then I want to thank my advisor Mr. Williams for supporting me the whole year and

for the nice conversations about Tennis. And finally all my friends here who made this year so special

and always tried to make me smile when I had a bad day.

Thank you for making this year so special and to everybody who knows: I dont think it's funny!

"Impossible is a word to be found only in the dictionary of fools."

- Napoleon Bonaparte

2 Years. I met a lot of amazing people here that I will never forget. Nils, Brandon, Max, Jerome,

Mickael, Ludi, Mel. But the people that really carried me though my career at this school were my

roommates. Paul was a great roommate who never judged you before he got to know you, sick person,

m never forget you, and go for it, I know you will be one of the best pilots out there. Then Pascal,

what an amazing person. He was one of the most philosophical people to argue about anything with

and one to make 6-hour long flights with. I will never forget those times. Henry Donovan; it started

out a bit weird but lemme tell you that you were one of the most energetic, girlfriend-loving,

Brit/Germans I've ever known. And JC, I gotta hand it to you, your taste in music, and workout

regimes really got it going. With you as my roommate I gained 20 pounds of muscle in 5 months. You

were really someone I could talk to about girls, life, problems, and how to kick-box. Although it may

seem at times that I don't show it, but I am so grateful that my two amazing parents allowed me to go

here. The sacrifices you made to send me here are immense, and I will never forget what you have

done for me. Thanks so much Mom and Dad. And a shout out to my best bro, you really are the best.

"You won't get anything unless you have the vision to imagine it."

- John Lennon



Mr. and Mrs. Mike and Inyer McNamara
Eleven years ago, Mike

McNamara came to

Stanstead to try to revive a

hockey program that had

fallen upon difficult times.

In the mid-1990s if our team

finished near the .500 mark,

the season was considered a

resounding success. Today,
I don't think that it's any exaggeration to say that Stanstead

College has one of the finest high school hockey programs in

Quebec, North America and in the world.

Coach Mac is the architect of that program and his record

speaks for itself: 1 1 consecutive ETIAC playoff champ-
ionships; 4 AAESQ provincial championships, including three

in the last four years; A record this year of 45-9-5, including a

23-game unbeaten streak at the end of the schedule and a clean

sweep of all seven games during the trip to Slovakia, Hungary
and Austria in March.

Quite simply, Coach Mac has taken our hockey program to a

level of success it has never experienced before.

But Mr. McNamara is much more than a hockey coach. His

beliefs and teachings go far beyond hockey and ultimately

bring out the very best in his students in all areas of life -

teamwork, personal excellence, discipline, dedication, focus,

organization, and leadership. He doesn't just teach about

hockey, he teaches about life.

Coach Mac is the ultimate professional. Whether coaching,

teaching, doing residence duty or working with his advisees,

Mr. McNamara did his job with old-school reliability and

accountability.

Mike's wife Inger has been almost as deeply involved with

College as he has, devoting countless hours to tutoring many
of our students and being a part of all of the activities and

events that make up the Stanstead experience.

Mike's three daughters - Katie, Kim, and Lisa - grew up on
campus and were outstanding student-athletes who contributed

positively to all aspects of school life. 1 know how much this

school means to them and I know that they'll continue to be

involved with the college as alumni.

Mike and Inger, thank you for your years of service and for

the outstanding values that you both embodied and promoted
while you were here. Its hard to imagine this place without

you. We wish you the best of luck in Switzerland and we'll see

you on our next overseas team trip.

Ms. BeTh
Wacfelyh

Beth leaves Stanstead College after 16 years of

teaching ESL and Sociology, in addition to coaching

and being involved in extracurricular activities. She

was especially passionate about the Community
Service program. And don't forget Pepper, the

unofficial Stanstead College mascot.

Mme. Nathalie? Roy
Nathalie brought her

considerable skills and talents

to Stanstead College,

especially to our music

program, in September 2003.

Through her dedicated and

tireless efforts, the program has

flourished. We now offer band

at both the senior and junior

levels and our jazz band has

competed at festivals and

performed for area schools and

senior's homes. Nathalie also

helped coach our ETIAC
champion swim team. She will

be teaching band to Grades 7 to

12 in a new francophone high

school in Calgary this fall.



Mr. Max Viens

Max arrived at Stanstead

College in 2004 as the

school's information

technology support specialist.

He also coached our junior

boys' hockey team, performed

regular residence duties,

worked with his advisees and

set up the live internet

broadcasts of our school play,

jazz band concert and Cafe

Cappuccino. His sense of

humour and outgoing

personality made him a

favourite among many of our

students. He has accepted a

position in the IT department

at Lower Canada College.

Mr. Darren Gray
r A Stanstead alumnus (Class of 2000),

1*^ Darren returned to the College in 2005

and quickly became a jack of all trades -

Admissions assistant, Math teacher,

assistant director of Bugbee House,

head of the Yearbook Club, and soccer,

swimming and rugby coach (this year he coached both

our senior boys' soccer and rugby teams to ETIAC

playoff championships). He has done it all with his

usual calm,

intelligence and

competence. Darren

is returning to

university this fall to

pursue his Masters in

Mathematics at

McMaster

University.
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Dale Cooper

Jeffrey Cowen
Collin Delabruere

Oscar Fosado Galland

Cedar Georgevicch

Melissa Gilpin

Laura Goodyear

Necola Guerrina

Jesse Halikas
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Nicolas Bauer

Jorge Contreras Sanchez

Salvador Diaz Contreras

Diego Garrido Toledo

Marian Kirkman-Gagnon

Silvana Lainez Miccolo

Oon-Kyoung Lim

Charlene McKinnon

Phoebe Miller

Nsjwa Numfor
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Football

As has been the case in recent years, the

2006 Football Spartans opened pre-season

training short on experience, with a roster

dominated by fifteen first year players who
collectively had never played a down of

football. With no local league within which

to compete, the Spartans embarked on a

different kind of season comprising five

exhibition games. With only a handful of

practices under their belts, the players

traveled to Ormstown for an early season

fixture against Chateauguay Valley

Regional High School. The boys played an

inspired first half and hung on for a 1 2-0

victory, which served to raise the team's

confidence level while providing a needed

boost to team spirit. The next two games
against big schools with deep rosters proved

to be a valuable learning experience for the

rookie-laden Spartans. A close loss to Lac

Megantic followed four days later by a

Homecoming Saturday setback (33-16) to a

tough and talented Bow Valley High School

team from Alberta, set the stage for our real

season. By mid October with no league or

playoff standards to compete for, the team's

total focus became a two-game (home and

home) total points series against our

perennial rivals, BCS. The outcome would

determine the winner of the coveted Senator

C.B. Howard Trophy. Although the two

teams appeared to be evenly matched, the

Spartans came out flat, playing their

weakest game of the season in the first

encounter loss (19-8), played at BCS. The
return match at Philip Field and the

Spartan's season finale, turned out to be a

vastly different story. With a small but

determined core of graduating seniors

leading the way, the team played its best

football of the season. With seconds

remaining on the clock and the Spartans

ahead 18-6 in the game (26-25 total points),

Stanstead appeared to have the Trophy won.

However a brief team lapse with three plays

remaining in the game led to a BCS
touchdown on a 70 yard punt return.

Although Stanstead had won its final game,

the Cup was awarded to BCS as a dejected

group of proud SC athletes looked on in

disappointment. I would like to commend
all twenty-six members of this years team

and my co-coaches for their sportsmanship,

hard work, and commitment to the program.

- Coach Elliot
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Front: Simon Bourassa, John Coburn, Chris White, Michael Ainslie, J.C. Roy, Kelly Wang,
Mathieu Root, Barry Roytman, Steve Markowitz, Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon.

Middle: Mr. A. Elliot, Mr. M. Wolfe, Jonathan Corriveau, Julien Hebert, Brian Cho, Adrian Van
Westrenen, Max Raabe, Cedric Moore, P.O. Jean, Kurt Martin, Mr. A. Spirk, Mr. A. Simard.

Back: Bader Sinno, Murray Glen Mendoza, Drew Lippi, Francis Williams, Kevin OConnor,

William Aston-Reese, Hank Chen, Charles Berke.



Front: Mr. D. Ross, Michael Adler, Mihwa Kim, Sumiho Nakatsu, Natasha Podd, Campbell

Wolfe, Caroline Hill, Isabella Hameier, Sarah Bailey, Terry Kim, Ms. T. Harding.

Back: Mickael Orlando, Simon Chi, Hirohito Mabuchi, Max Leblanc, Light Sathiensamrit, Andy

Sun, Ryota Aoki, Michael Vassilakis, Rebecca Rau, Yoshi Taguchi, Kent Kao, Bruce Liu,

Eric Ou, Henry Leung, Charlie Su. Missing: Markus Halbedl.

The goal of the Cross Country Running team

for 2006 was to improve each member’s

ability using a variety of training techniques

and several competitions. Our training regime

consisted of track, hill and longer distance

workouts that were effective in pushing each

participant's ability to the limit. Every

member's performance improved steadily as

evidenced by the decreasing times recorded

for our weekly 3 and 5 kilometre runs. We
participated in three competitions against

Bishops College School and several

performances deserve mention. Max LeBlanc,

our Major S winner, was by far the best senior

boy runner with convincing victories in all

three races. A Senior S went to Hirohito

Mabuchi for placing in all three races as well.

In the junior category, Terry Kim, our Junior

S recipient, showed a good work ethic and

was rewarded with placings in the

competitions with BCS. All team members

are to be congratulated for their improved

performances and for participating in a

demanding training schedule.

- Coach Harding



On a cold, wet and windy day in late September the

Stanstead College senior bovs’’ soccer team took the

field for the last time. After cruising through the

semi-final with a convincing 4-0 win over MVR, the

squad found themselves exactly where they wanted
to be: the ETIAC finals.

It had been an up-and-down season. After a me-
diocre start, the team had a great run at the CAIS
national tournament, losing in the consolation

final to powerhouse Ridley. We lrad gotten there

on an incredible golden-goal winner by Josh Va-
nasse against LCC in w hat was easily the most
exciting game of the season. The result matched
Stanstead's best-ever finish at the tournament.

Despite the impressive play at CAIS. the team
never gelled during the regular season, and
shockingly finished with a losing record: 3

wins. 4 losses and 2 ties. The only thing that w
could salvage our year was a championship. 4,

While our competition was mostly content to play

long-ball tactics, it had always been our goal to play a

prettier brand of soccer: short crisp passes through
the midfield, attacking with numbers, and precision

finishing. With the wind taking most aerial balls out

of play, this proved to be the better strategy. Galt

was a strong team, and took the lead, but the Spar-

tans persevered, coming back to w in 2-1. It was
the team’s first championship in six seasons.

Congratulations to Senior “S” winners Andrew'
and JF and Major “S” winners Josh. Dario. Jesse

and Julian, who also received the Bobby Moore
Trophy as team MVP. To our captains Eli and
Julian: thank you for keeping things positive

even in the toughest of times. And finally, con-

gratulations to the whole team on an incredible

finish and a great season. You put up with a lot,

but came through when it mattered most.

- Coach Gray

Front: Josh Vanasse, Kei Yuda, Eli Birge, Joo Sung Kim, Frank Riddle, Muyao Zhou,

William Murphy, Andrew Smith. Paul-Emile Baetsen, Alex Gagnon-Skoropad.

Back: Mr. D. Gray, Sergio Lozano, Jesse Halikas, Jerome Castan, Julien Ronsse, Phil Grant,

Dario Pandurevic, Ludwig Ritter, Nils Timmerman, Julian Perrotta, J.F. Lefort, Mr. M. McNamara.
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Front: Derinda Kocik, Lisa Linden, Stephanie Guyette, Chelsea Fortin, Melissa Gilpin, Corissa

McComber, Lisa McNamara, Cecilia Lunn, Cassandra Danyluk. Back: Mr. E. Van Dyke, Maria

Roel, Lindsay Smith, Victoria Maclsaac, Danielle Maynard, Liliana Peralta, Frauke Heidemann,

Judith Gollmitzer, Michelle Crook, Nathalie Shaw. Missing: Patricia Thibault.

I began this season with relatively high

expectations. We had a solid core of veteran

Grade 12s returning, several capable girls

making the jump from junior to senior, a

couple of unexpected walk-ons, and two

junior age players who agreed to play up and

who made immediate impacts on defence and

in goal. We were athletic, smart and tough. I

knew we were going to be tough to beat, and

our 1-1 tie against BCS in the season opener

cemented my opinion.

Unfortunately, we were not a lucky team.

Despite competing well and being close in

every single game we played, we kept finding

heartbreaking ways to lose these close games.

In fact, we suffered no less than seven

frustrating 1-0 losses. SEVEN! The team did

so many things properly this year, were so

solid on defense and strong in the midfield,

but we justcouldntscore.

However, despite the ball not bouncing our

way, the 2006 campaign was a definite

success. Not only did we improve as a soccer

team, but just as importantly the players

bonded throughout the season, especially at

CAIS (we were lucky to even go!) where we
made some great memories (Knockout, the

Halifax coach, the VD tuque, McSteamy,

Scores, and of course RPS !).

Congratulations to Senior S Winners Melissa

Gilpin and Danielle Maynard, special

congratulations to Major S and Trophy winner

Cecilia Lunn, and kudos to the entire team for

their constant effort this season. You all

represented your school well. Twenty years

from now you should all look back and be

proud or yourselves, and of this team.

- Coach Van Dyke



The Junior Girls’ Soccer Team was

determined to enhance their skills. Although

we did not win, it was a fun season. When
three of our most experienced players

traveled to Scotland, the girls jumped in and

played positions they weren't used to. A
perfect example was when Silvana sprained

her baby finger. Helen jumped into the nets,

met with a collision and Gabby stepped

forward and filled the role of goalie

admirably. Iselle was a positive role model

who encouraged her teammates all season.

Kristina was our Captain and Sweeper. She

was calm, quick and took her leadership

seriously. Casey, Marian, Tania and Gabby

worked as a unit as our defenders. Christine,

our second Captain, began the season as a

centre halfback but later moved to her

natural position as centre defender. Rita was

a defender, mid-field wing and played

impressively at the end of the season as the

centre halfback. Lucy, Ling and Krista

played tirelessly at mid-field wing. Ling,

Alexia, Krista and Charlene set up beautiful

plays in the offensive zone that led to our

cherished goals. Charlene was our first goal

scorer and Helen added to the goals later in

the season. Your coaches are proud of you!

- Coach Retchless

Front: Helen White, Ling Chiu, Tania Laroche-Duhamel, Kristina Wilson, Silvana Lainez,

Christine Osei, Rita Montour, Krista Blackned, Charlene McKinnon.

Back: Ms. K. Reynolds, Jaymie Page, Gabrielle Archer, Casey Fortin, Marian Kirkman-Gagnon,

Lucia Valdovinos, Iselle Flores-Ruiz, Alexia Fleury, Mrs. L. Retchless.
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Front: Andrew Cho, Kyle Lim, Jae Won Hwang, Collin Delabruere, Ngwa Numfor,

Daniel Suh, Nickolas Lapointe, Jorge Contreras, Salvadore Diaz.

Back: Mr. J. Rioux, Nicholas Bauer, Jerome Castan, Jesse Halikas, Diego Garrido, Cedar

, Gerogevich, Ryan Bedard, Daniel Guerrero, Dale Cooper, Oscar Fossado

Congratulations on a remarkable season boys!

We came together as a team from the first

week and really kept together all season. I

hope you realize that you are a terrific group

of young men that truly accomplished

something exceptional this year. From the

sprints and laps in practice to the singing on

the bus you guys respected each other as

individuals and stood up for one another on

and off the field. You utilized your talent in

combination with hard work and battled

through much adversity throughout the season

- Fantastic effort gentlemen! The playoffs

didn't go the way we planned but unfor-

tunately that's the reality of playoff action and

an experience 1 hope you can learn from in the

future. You are the Champions - Hold your

heads up high! I am proud to be your coach.

- Coach Rioux

"In great attempts, it is glorious even to fail."

- Vince I .omhardi
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Retrospectively, I will say that the most

positive aspect of their experience is the fact

that through their efforts, commitment and

sportsmanship, all of these boys are better

athletes now than they were in early

September. Amongst the great feats of the

season let's mention the attitude of Felix

Wang on and off the field. Felix deserved the

honour of being the Most Valuable Player of

the team. Let's also mention the great

involvement of our captain Diego Gonzalez

who was the best scorer of the team. Maxime
Cadrin, assistant captain, who often worked

miracles to keep us in the game and Ryan

Smith, also assistant captain, who was one of

the most skilled players on this team. One
thing is sure: there will be great candidates

for the Junior team next year!

- Coach Prevost
Front: Mitchell Goodyear, Javier Quintero, Max Daniel, Justin Coon, Max Cadrin, James

Vassilakis, Alexandre Kreimes, Sean Scribner, Ryan Smith.

Back: Mr. J.J. Prevost, Justin Dearhouse, Felix Wang. Robyn Diamond, Diego Gonzalez,

Mauricio Pardinas. Missing: Mr, G. Telling
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The bantam girls' soccer team experienced a

difficult season this year. With only a few

returning players and a limited number of

new members, the team struggled to stay

competitive within the league. However, the

girls never wavered in their enthusiasm to

play and learn to become better soccer

players as the season progressed. If only

their skills had developed sooner rather than

later, they would have had some success

against our opponents.

Highlights of the season: The energy that

was spent learning dance steps and school

cheers was amazing! The excitement felt by

the girls when they found out we would be

stopping at MacDonalds for dinner. The

bantam boys' cheer-leading squad and their

tremendous support during our home games.

And probably the most important phrase that

the team will remember throughout the

season was PLAY YOUR POSITIONS!

Our captains, Dawn, Blanche and Sara did a

fine job representing the team in spite of

many defeats. You were great

representatives for the team. For those of

you who are returning next year to the

bantam level, there's always next year, girls!

Those moving on, thank you for your efforts

and all the best at the junior level.

- Coach Wadleigh

Front: Pepper, Blanche Du Sault, Desiree Ottereyes, Mariana Vasquez, Sara O'Connor,

Dawn Namagoose, Amanda Quinn, Marina Pachano, Maria Garcia, Chelsy Martin.

Back: Miss B. Wadleigh, Cynthia Kim, Shannon Wapachee, Amy Cloutier, Mrs. L. Smith.
J V. /
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I am very pleased to announce that the

Stanstead College Swim team has once again

won the ETIAC Championship. My co-

coach Madame Roy and I are very proud of

all of our swimmers and hope they had as

much fun this year as we did. What we are

most proud of is the exceptional team spirit

everyone showed throughout the entire

season.

The swimmers trained hard in practice and

swam hard in competition. The swim team

will be starting from scratch as the majority

of our swimmers will be leaving the school

at the end of this year. We wish everyone

the best of luck next year.

Front: Ms. T. Harding, Maria Roel, Phoebe Miller, Amanda Booth, Rita Montour, Vicky Hebert.

Caroline Hill, Angela Squillante-Evans, Annik Williams, Mine N. Roy. Middle: Mr. D. Glover,

Natasha Podd, Mihwa Kim, Maxime Leblanc, Kei Yuda, Michael Orlando, Light Sathiensamrit,

Mariana Zepeda, Iselle Flores. Back: Blanche DuSault, Mauricio Pardinas, Javier Quintero,

Diego Gonzalez, Jock Perkins, Jorge Contreras, Mariana Vasquez. Missing: Laura Goodyear,

Isabella Hameier.

Thanks for a great swim season!

Coach Harding

Swimming



Senior Boys’ Basketball

Our first game of the season was an easy

league win over MVR. We then went on a

rather long losing streak, losing the next 10 out

of 1
1
games, the last loss of which was against

the same MVR team, this time at Cowansville.

It was so frustrating, I was ready to throw in

the towel at that point and so were some of the

boys. The next day at practice, after some

serious reflection, I said to the team that I was

willing to continue to work toward making the

end of the season successful if they were.

Henry Leung, Joo Sung Kim, Simon Chi, Nelson Su, Yoshi Taguchi, Mathieu Root, Adrian Van

Westrenen, Max Raabe, Drew Lippi, Julien Ronsse, Brian Cho, Andy Sun, Kelly Wang, Andrew

Cho, Mr. A. Simard.

From there on, we went on to win 7 out of the next 10 games. We won our last 3 league games, putting us in the ETIAC semi-final. There we

(ranked #3) defeated the #2 BCS team with ease 60-52. The game was not as close as the final score appears, and a disciplinary sub in the second half

allowed BCS to shorten our lead. Nevertheless, we were firing on all pistons. This set up the ETIAC Playoff Final match-up against #1 Galt. In this

memorable final, we once again proved that we could play with anyone. Despite Brian Cho out with ankle injury, we stayed in the game with Julien,

Yoshi, Andrew and Adrian leading the way, and when Brian came back, he inspired us and the small but loud crowd of Spartan supporters with

twelve points in the final quarter after being unable to play and scoring zero in the 2nd and 3rd quarters.

At the start of this school year, many people

commented on how big and talented the senior

Spartan squad looked in the pre-season. I

always wait to confirm the talent level until I

have seen the players in action. The first day

of practice started with two dunks in the first

round of pre-practice warm-up lay-ups. I had

to hide my grin. For the first time in many

years, it looked from day one like we would

have a real shot to compete for the league title.

My promise of champions t-shirts if we won may have fueled their effort and enthusiasm, but regardless of what motivation may have pushed each

individual and our team, we accomplished something that night which does not happen often. SC's last ETIAC playoff win was in 1990, making it 17

tough years of waiting and working. At the AAESQ Visser tournament, we ended up in the Consolation final where we annihilated MVR again with

all Spartans playing solid minutes. It was a highlight-reel game! (Thanks to the injured KWang for taping many of our games this season!)

This team experienced highs and lows. They proved that a basketball team that plays

like a team accomplishes more collectively than the five individuals can do by them-

selves. We learned to trust each other and were rewarded with success. I am proud of

this group of athletes and what we were able to accomplish. No-one can ever take that

away from us. Wear those shirts with pride!

Congratulations to the Senior S winners Julien Ronnse, Mathieu Root, Yoshi Taguchi

and Major S winners Andrew Cho. Adrian Van Westrenen and Brian Cho. Brian was

also awarded the Amaron MVP Trophy.

- Coach Simard 7



I said it all season long, and I am sticking to

it; even though we ended up winning less

games than the previous year ( 1 0 compared

to 11), the 2006-07 edition of Sr. Girls

basketball was a better team than the 2005-

06 version. We were tougher to beat this

season, and we did more things right. We
were in almost every game we played, and in

fact beat a few teams that we could not have

beaten last year.

Examples of this can be seen in the season's

highlights. First of all, two of our best-

played games of the year came against a

superior BCS team, games where we took

them to the wire (both were 5 point losses)

despite being overmatched. Then, in our

own Invitational Tournament we were the

only team to beat the eventual champions

from Quebec High. Powerhouses LCC and

BCS both lost to Quebec, while we played

perfect basketball to win by 5. Another

example was the Montreal Tournament,

where we finished 8th out of 1 6 teams, as

opposed to 13th last year. And finally there

was the highlight game of the year, a huge

comeback win vs. an athletic Galt team,

featuring an 18-4 4th-quarter run to win by

4!

There are several reasons for this improved

performance (a supportive and hard-working

bench, solid leadership from Captain Chelsea

Fortin, a talented junior player playing up),

but the most important factor was the

development of the returning players. All of

them raised their games, building upon the

all-important foundations they laid last

season.

Congratulations to Senior S Award winners

Melissa Gilpin and Michelle Crook, special

congratulations to Major S and MVP Trophy

recipient Necola Guerrina, and a heartfelt

thank you to the entire team. We learned a

lot this season, we're still young, and our

future is bright. I cannot wait for next year!

- Coach Van Dyke 57

Mr. E. Van Dyke, Stephanie Guyette, Michelle Crook, Judith Gollmitzer, Frauke Heidemann,

Victoria Maclsaac, Liliana Peralta, Necola Guerrina, Melissa Gilpin, Sarah Bailey, Chelsea Fortin,

Freda Ou, Sumiho Nakatsu.



The Junior Boys' Basketball season began with

great promise following a season opening nail-

biting win against Massier-Vanier in front of a

vocal home crowd in November. Nick Bauer

on post scored the winning lay-up to end the

final play of the game.

Unfortunately, this early season momentum
was short-lived, following narrow losses at

Bishops College School and Richmond, due to

poor third quarter performances. This rather set

the tone for the rest of the season, which

despite excellent team performances at

Thetford and the season-ending tournament at

Bishops College School, finished with a 1-12

record.

Notable team members included Cedar

Georgevich, who won a Junior S for his

domination at centre; Felix Wang, the team s

most improved player and a great prospect for

next year; Nick Bauer for his lay-up

consistency playing at post and Hank Chen for

his high work rate and never-give-up attitude.

A much improved record is anticipated next

year, but this will require a significant

improvement in fitness level in order to avoid

the all-too-common third quarter collapse and

so retain that half-time lead we often

surrendered.

- Coach Standage

Mr. J. Standage, Charlie Su, Salvador Diaz, Felix Wang, Hank Chen, John Coburn, Kyle Lim,

Bader Sinno, Daniel Suh, Cedar Georgevich, Jae Hwang, Min Kyu Bae, Charles Berke, Daniel

Guerrero, Michael Lee, Nicolas Bauer. Missing: Tim Yoon.
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Back: Mrs. A. Wolfe, Alexia Fleury, Silvana Lainez, Lucia Valdovinos,

Marian Kirkman-Gagnon, Ling Chiu, Casey Fortin, Christine Osei, Krista Blackned,

Ms. K. Reynolds. Front: Kristina Wilson, Tania Laroche-Duhamel.

Missing: Maria Paz Cebrecos, Eilidh Stewart-Harding, Paula Cantin-Ehrlich.

This year's Junior Girls' Basketball team

began with ten girls who had a very mixed

range of basketball skill. Those that were

returning from last year were a great help to

those who had never played the game before.

We were amazed to see the progress made

from our first game to the semi-finals at BCS
where we played our best game of the season.

We shared some great times and also had our

share of disappointments. The highlight of ou

season being the Montreal Small Schools

Tournament, what you can learn about a

bunch of girls by staying overnight in a hotel!

As the season progressed, there was one thing

in common with all; we had a great season.

Our thanks go to our captains, Tania Laroche

Duhamel and Kristina Wilson for their

constant drive, determination and helpful

hands throughout the season. We would also

like to congratulate them and Ling Chiu on

being recipients of the Junior S.

- Coaches Wolfe and Reynolds
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Ryan Smith, Campbell Wolfe, Mitchell Goodyear, Maxime Cadrin, Ngwa Numfor, Robyn Diamond,

Max Daniel, Malcolm Christie, James Vassilakis, Sean Scribner, Justin Dearhouse, Mrs. S. May.

This was a building year for the

Bantam Boys' Basketball Team.

The boys and the coach were new
but that did not stop anyone on the

team from working hard in every

practice and every game. So many

of the players grew to be better

athletes and became more invested

in the team. You can ask anyone on

the team and they will tell you, "1

am the best player on the team".

This could not be more true. Thanks

for great season!

- Coach May

Our team this year was one of many laughs. We
improved so much from the beginning to the end of the

season, pushed ourselves in every practice and became a

team that worked together. We had a very memorable

trip to Montreal and won three games, we (you) made an

extremely convincing rap song and matched it with the

dance moves to boot! I never spent one day of this

season without laughing or never wished you would try

harder. You were a lot of fun to be with, for me, and for

each other and made this winter season a golden one for

all of us in many ways! Thanks for the great plays can

fun memories!

- Coach Hessian

Back: Ms. E. Hessian, Shannon Wapachee, Desiree Ottereyes, Cynthia Kim,

Chelsy Martin, Maria Jose Garcia.

Front: Marina Pachano, Dawn Namagoose, Audrey-Ann Bourassa,

Amanda Quinn.
y
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Front: Kevin O'Connor, Philip Grant, Steven Markowitz, Chris White, Michael Ainslie, Barry Roytman, William Murphy, Cedric Moore.

Middle: Mr. J. Rioux, William Aston-Reese, Jerome Castan, Frank Riddle, Jesse Halikas, Pierre-Olivier Jean, Dario Pandurevic, Ryan Bedard,

Julian Perrotta, Alex Gagnon-Sckoropad, Mr. M. McNamara. Back: Jean-Francois Lefort, Josh Vanasse, Murray Mendoza, Nickolas Lapointe,

^
Julien Hebert. Missing: Andrew Smith. Sacha Alaby.

'The 2006-2007 edition of the senior boys’ hockey

team was, without a doubt, the most successful in

school history. The Spartans posted a 45-9-5

record, which included an eleventh consecutive

ETIAC title, a fourth Provincial Championship

since 2000, and an appearance in the finals of the

prestigious Shady Side tournament. During the

March break, the team traveled to Slovakia,

Austria and Hungary to play elite U-18 sides. Thi

boys won all seven games, including victories

over some of the best U- 1 8 Slovakian teams, as

well as the Hungarian National team. The

unprecedented success of this year's team was due

in large part to a commitment by all players to

spread the play and control the puck on open ice

and very successful special teams which managed

a +4 1 rating. Although this year's Spartan team

had tremendous depth at all positions, the six

players who earned Majors, Nick Lapointe, Dario

Pandurevic, Josh Vanasse, Julian Perrotta, Alex

Gagnon Sckoropad and Barry Roytman, deserve

special mention for their superior play. Alex and

Barry were co-awarded the MVP trophies for thei

exceptional contributions to the team's success.

Special thanks to our captains, Steve Markowitz,

Mike Ainslie and Barry Roytman for their

leadership throughout the season, and to the most

committed coach that I have ever worked with,

Mr. Rioux. His attention to detail and sage advia

were much appreciated. I would also like to thank

all of the players who worked so hard on and off

the ice, and who were willing to commit to a style

of play that few had experienced. You are the

most intelligent group of players that I have

coached in my entire career. Work hard to be

better every day and continue to believe in your

potential!

,
- Coach McNamara



Senior Girls’ Hockey Coaches: Mr. A Spirk, Mr. D. Ross
' McNamara

1

'

The senior girls' hockey team had a very

successful season regardless of our record.

We set goals to improve on our individual

skills, learn to play a proper system and to be

peaking at season's end. All of our goals were

met and even exceeded. In my first

experience coaching girls, I was amazed at

how tightly knit and supportive they were of

one another. It was so rewarding to see such

improvement throughout the season. Even in

defeat, there was always something valuable

to take from the game. Off-ice was the most

interesting part of the season. If it wasn't for

the mayhem on the long bus rides I don't

know if this season would have been as much
fun. The road trips to Connecticut and New
Hampshire were a great experience for

everyone and will always be a pleasant

memory. Our impressive 2-2 tie against

Alexander Galt will be a personally satisfying

memory for me and I'm sure for alot of the

girls. A big thank you to Mr. Ross for his

dedication and enthusiasm. Also, a big thank

you to our assistant captains Lisa Linden and

Corissa and to our captain Lisa McNamara
for their strong leadership. Congratulations is

in order to the Senior S winners: Lisa Linden,

Patricia Thibault, Lindsay Smith and Lisa

McNamara and to Major S winner Danielle

Maynard. Thank you girls for all the laughs

and wonderful memories, it was an honor to

be your coach.

- Coach Adam "Spirkalicious" Spirk

s *

Front: Patricia Thibault, Nathalie Shaw, Derinda Kocik, Lisa Linden, Lindsay Smith,

Lisa McNamara, Corissa McComber, Cecilia Lunn, Cassandra Danyluk.

Back: Mr. A. Spirk, Charlene McKinnon, Gabrielle Archer, Chloe Douville-Gascon,

Sara OConnor, Amy Cloutier, Danielle Maynard, Helen White, Mr. D. Ross.



There comes a time in one's twisty path

To thank the people who deserve the thanks

This squash team was no exception and in the aftermath

While looking back they were troopers ofa special rank.

So to all our players you are the reason

That we have had an amazing season

(Excerpt from Mr. Williams' squash poem read at athletic

assembly.)

Mrs. Carruthers and Mr. Williams were very pleased with

the improvement, dedication and high spirit of this year's

squash team. The players demonstrated a willingness to

learn and improve their techniques by playing longer and

getting fully engaged in the game. We had lots of fun too.

We played at Bishops University, held a pro clinic, and

even set up our own tournament with unique games to

hone their skills. We also hosted the first annual Teacher-

Student Tournament as well as a squash King and Queen

Competition (winners Dorothy Chan and Nils

Timmerman). Congratulations and best wishes to all the

players and to Ludwig Ritter for winning the Squash

trophy.

- Coaches Williams and Carruthers

Front: Jason Cowen, Rita Chen, Dorothy Chan, Michael Adler.

Back: Ryota Aoki, Nils Timmerman, Ludwig Ritter, Eli Birge, Mr. C. Williams.

Missing: Harry Kim, Mrs. J. Carruthers.

V

SQUASH SKIING

— -

William Bright, Yuka Morimoto, Nicolas Belanger, Akiko Tanaka, Hirohito

Mabuchi, Mme F. Maurice.

Despite the fact that the ski season started late this

year, we have never seen so many days with perfect

conditions. We were blessed with fluffy white snow

every single day that we skied. It is the first time in

years that we did not have to experience the

challenge of staying up on ice! Let me introduce our

group for this season: Nicolas Belanger, Akiko

Tanaka, William Bright, Yuka Morimoto and

Hirohito Mabuchi. When I asked them what they

will remember most about their experience they all

said that they could not believe how beautiful

winter can be. We saw many sunsets as the snow

and the skies turn pink and then orange. They also

marveled at the fact that within a few weeks, they

had learned to go up and down hills, knew how to

turn and how to slow down and stop. It was a very

gratifying experience. I want to thank my five

troopers for braving the cold and for coming to play

in the snow with me all winter long.

- Coach Maurice
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Front: Paul-Emile Baetsen, Dale Cooper, Collin Delabruere, Michael Vassilakis, Sang Jun Park,

Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon, Jonathan Corriveau, Simon Bourassa, Kurt Martin.

Back: Mr. C. Planetta, Justin Coon, Muyao Zhou, Henry Donovan, Diego Garrido,

Oscar Fosado, Alex Kreimes, Mr. M. Viens.

r A

This season found seventeen brave souls

venturing down to the arena. Our team

ranged in both age and ability with students

from grades seven through twelve and from

veterans to rookies who put on their first pair

of skates in October. A lot of time was spent

early in the season on developing the

foundation skills of the game and

positioning. Closing the season with two ties

against our league counterparts showed we
could compete at this level.

The characteristic we appreciated most from

the players was their realistic view of our

squad as well as their reasonable goals for

themselves. Every player made

advancements in their skills this winter and

we thank them for their dedication to the

team.

- Coaches Planetta and Viens

JUNIOR BOYS’ HOCKEY



Senior Boys’ Rugby

For all of us, there are moments in our lives

that help to shape and define who we are. You
can't predict when or where, but you can feel it

when it happens. We'd like to think that the

pictures on this page capture such moments.

We should remember them because they

represent not just triumph, but the climax of a

season-long transformation. This team went

through a lot to become champions. Most of

these athletes played rugby for the first time,

finding the courage to try a new sport. The

returning players set a tone of discipline and

resolve, despite setback after setback.

Everybody sacrificed, body and mind.

The first half of our season saw many losses,

most by less than a try, including a devastating

last-place finish at CAIS. Things started to

change for the better after a short-handed squad

engaged in all-out war against Essex Junction.

That result was our first win in a close match.

Another close win against MVR put us into the

final against BCS. Despite consistently out-

playing the opposition, we found ourselves up

7-3 in extra time with the BCS squad pressing

to within yards of our goal line. Did we hold

out? We'll let the photographs answer that.

Congratulations to the whole team: You stuck

together and fought through a tough season.

Nothing worth winning comes easy. You'll

remember this forever.

k
- Coaches Spirk and Gray
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Front: Steven Markowitz, Julien Ronsse, William Murphy, Mathieu Root, Eli Birge, Phil Grant,

Simon Bourassa, Barry Roytman.

Middle: Mr. A. Spirk, Chris White, Brian Cho, Drew Lippi, Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon, Max Raabe,

Cedric Moore, Markus Halbedl, Ryan Bedard, Julian Perrotta, Sang Jun Park, Mr. D. Gray.

Back: Charles Berke, Hank Chen, William Aston-Reese, Brayden Kettle, Sergio Lozano. 65



Senior Girls’ Rugby Coach: Ms. E. Hessian
Captains: Cecilia Lunn, Lisa McNamara



Front: Cassandra Danyluk, Patricia Thibault, Caroline Hill, Derinda Kocik,

Cecilia Lunn, Lisa McNamara, Chelsea Fortin, Stephanie Guyette, Michelle Crook,

Lisa Linden.

Middle: Ms. E. Hessian, Susan Schoeman, Krista Blackned, Lucia Valdovinos,

Gabrielle Archer, Sarah Bailey, Veronique Hebert, Rita Montour, Danielle Maynard,

Christine Osei, Isabella Hameier, Maria del Pilar Roel.

Back: Ling Chiu, Victoria Maclsaac. Kristina Wilson, Liliana Peralta, Kim O'Connor,

Tania Laroche-Duhamel, Lindsay Smith, Tara McCormick.

Missing: Melissa Gilpin, Ms. D. Rabadzija.

f i

Oneness. Strength. Dependence. Unity.

Starting a six week season under six feet of snow, it can

be difficult to see past the challenges. Will packing the

team onto a bus and driving 1 6 hours to somewhere

there isn't snow solve those problems? Surprisingly

enough it will go a long way in helping! This season

tested us on each of our goals; you worked tirelessly to

become the team we wanted to be. It is not a small feat

to learn or practice tackling while fending off frost bite,

or to run around that barn one more time when you

think you don't have a single bit of energy left. It is

certainly not a small feat to play 20 games in seven

weeks. All this to say, I am proud of you and working

with you often made it difficult to see that there were

ever any challenges at all. I had so much fun laughing

with you, working with you and coaching you in every

single one of our adventures.

This team was blessed with both experienced

leadership and talented rookies, but also at many times

plagued with unfortunate injuries. I was impressed with

the high level of intensity that you demanded from each

other, pushing yourselves to become better each day.

Although in the end, we were did not win the

championship game, you were each a big part of

something that is really unique.

For those of you moving on, particularly those who
started with me here at Stanstead I wish you the best of

luck in tackling what conies next - I know you have the

skill to do it! Congratulations on what you have

accomplished so far, it is only a beginning.

You will be remembered here.

- Coach Hessian



Rugby - the true team sport. From the

beginning of the season we strived to be the

best we could. We ran together, learned the

rules together, stretched together, passed the

ball together, did strength training (Tae Bo)

together, rucked together, scrummed

together, tackled together, laughed together

and cheered together. We hope you all had as

much fun as we did. Congratulations on your

hard work, spirit and positive attitudes!

Because boom! boom-a-chicka-boom!

- Coaches Byrnes and May

s *

Front: Chelsy Martin, Alexia Fleury, Phoebe Miller, Audrey-Ann Bourassa, Sara O'Connor,

Charlene McKinnon, Casey Fortin, Blanche DuSault, Maria Garcia Walls, Iselle Flores.

Back: Ms. K. Byrnes, Desiree Ottereyes, Mariana Vasquez, Cynthia Kim, Silvana Lainez,

Dawn Namagoose, Amy Cloutier, Amanda Quinn, Angela Squillante-Evans, Shannon Wapachee,

L
Natasha Podd, Mrs. S. May.

JUNIOR & BANTAM RUGBY

68

Front: Justin Dearhouse, Jorge Contreras, Max Daniel, John Coburn, Collin Delabruere, Alex

Kreimes, Malcolm Christie, Ngwa Numfor. Middle: Mr. M. Thurston-Smith, Mr. C. Wells,

Diego Gonzalez, Bader Sinno, Robyn Diamond, Diego Garrido, Francis Williams, Kyle Lim,

Jae Yeon Hwang, Maxime Cadrin, Mr. J. Standage. Back: Salvador Diaz, Tim Yoon, Daniel

Guerrero, Daniel Suh, Sean Scribner. Missing: Campbell Wolfe, Andrew Cho.

Junior Boys Rugby 06-07 was, man for man, a

very talented group. We had a fair measure of

success (4-6 through 1 0 games) and we had

many outstanding individual efforts. The fact

that we competed in every game is something

for which this team can be very proud; and,

we won our last game of the year against BCS
which for me pretty much makes it a

successful season! Congratulations to S

winners Max Cadrin and Malcolm Deslandes

Christie at Bantam as well as Andrew Cho and

captain Colin Delabruere at Junior.

- Coach Wells



Madame Chartrand and Mr. Williams would like to congratulate the team on a terrific 2007 year. Though
the season got off to a chilly start with snow in April, we made up for it in the latter part of the season

with significant wins, lots of fun and much improved weather conditions. There were a few firsts this

year, such as the S awards and a Staff-Student tennis tournament. Both girls and boys participated in the

shield and the winners were Sumiho Nakatsu and Oscar Fosado. Sumiho won a wonderfully deserved

Senior S as well as Nils Timmerman in the boys' section. Oscar Fosado won a Major S for his brilliant

play and sportsmanship. All this was presented at sports assembly with much cheering and fanfare.

Overall the participation was very high with a record number of plus 30 players. Students all enjoyed

themselves tremendously as did the coaches. Thanks as well for the assistance of Mr. Wolfe and Damien

Glover for their help with the girls. Well done team!

- Coaches Chartrand and Williams

Front: Paul-Entile Baetsen, James Vassilakis, Dorothy Chan, Rita Chen, Freda Ou, Mihwa Kim,Sumiho

Nakatsu, Joo Sung Kim, Kei Yuda. Middle: Mme C. Chartrand, Necola Guerrina, Nicholas Lapointe,

Oscar Fossado, Jerome Castan, Cedar Georgevich, Nils Timmerman, Michael Vassilakis, Mickael Orlando,

Michael Ainslie, Jonathan Corriveau, Mr. C. Williams, Mr. M. Wolfe. Back: Mr. D. Glover, Mauricio

Pardinas, Ashley Baik, Rachel Yoo, Yuka Morimoto, Akiko Tanaka, Eun Mi Kim, Annik Williams,

k
Amanda Davies-Booth, Javier Quintero, Rebecca Rau. Missing: Ryota Aoki, Sacha Alaby, Muyao Zhou,

The Golf season came down to the wire this year as

SC finished first over Galt by a mere 5 strokes to

win the ETIAC league banner. The season started

at Kahnawake in a non-league event, and the team

of Frank, Josh, Andrew and Max won the overall

and set the stage for the season. The medalist in

this first event was Frank with three strokes

separating the top three. The second tournament

was our home meet, just two days after Dufferin

opened for the season. Andrew was medalist at this

event, and again the team finished first. Not a bad

start! Our third tournament took place at Milby,

and surprise, SC first, this time with Josh winning

the medalist honors. Each of the tournaments

throughout the season was won by a different

golfer, but unfortunately our streak of having the

medalist was at the end. The team finished first

again at Galt's tournament, but then finished second

at the next two meets. We went into the finals, at

our home course, with a three stoke lead over Galt,

our nearest competitor. At the end of the day, there

was a tie for medalist, and unfortunately Andrew

lost on the first extra hole to the player from Galt.

But the team of Andrew, Josh, Frank, and Ryan

prevailed, and gained an extra two strokes on Galt

to win the banner. The season was not yet over as it

was now time for the team competition to see who
would win the Golf Shield. It was close between

Andrew, Josh, and Frank, but in the end, Andrew
was crowned this year's winner. Congratulations to

all on a great season; keep your head down, and

remember to drive for show and putt for dough

!

- Coach Smith
k

/•

Maxirne Leblanc, Mr. S. Leblanc, Kurt Martin, Adrian Van Westrenen, Ryan Smith,

Andrew Smith, Justin Coon, Frank Riddle, Josh Vanasse, Mrs. L. Smith, Ludwig Ritter. 69
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Bobby Moore Trophy - Boys' Soccer:

Merle Griffin Trophy - Girls' Soccer:

W. Greenshields Mem. Trophy - Cross Country:

W.A. Ketchen Trophy - Football:

Julian Perrotta

Cecilia Lunn

Maxime Leblanc

Barry Roytman

!~
]

The Dawes Trophy - Boys' Hockey:

)
Bess Ferguson Trophy - Girls' Basketball:

Dr. E.C. Amaron Trophy - Boys' Basketball:

Trustees Cup - Boys' Swimming:

Trustees Cup - Girls' Swimming:

Barry Roytman / Alex Gagnon-Sckoropad

Necola Guerrina

Brian Cho

Michael Orlando

Maria Del Pilar Roel Eehevarrieta

ifefi' The Donald A. Ross Cup - Boys' Rugby:

L The Roger Marino Cup - Girls' Rugby:

Mathieu Root

Michelle Crook

Oaiffiiis WarniEs

76

MAJOR "S" SENIOR "S"

SOCCER SOCCER

Halikas, Jesse Gilpin, Melissa

Lunn, Cecilia Lefort, JF

Pandurevic, Dario Maynard, Danielle

Perrotta, Julian Smith, Andrew

Vanasse, Josh FOOTBALL

FOOTBALL Root, Mathieu

Markowitz, Steve X-C RUNNING

Roytman, Barry

Wang, Kelly

X-C RUNNING
Leblanc, Maxime

Mabuchi, Hirohito

BASKETBALL BASKETBALL

Cho, Andrew Crook, Michelle

Cho, Brian Gilpin, Melissa

Guerrina, Necola Ronsse, Julien

Van Westrenen, Adrian Root, Mathieu

HOCKEY Taguchi, Yoshi

Gagnon-Sckoropad, Alex HOCKEY
Lapointe, Nickolas Linden, Lisa

Maynard, Danielle McNamara, Lisa

Pandurevic, Dario Smith, Lindsay

Perrotta, Julian

Roytman, Barry

Vanasse, Josh

SWIM
Orlando, Michael

Sathiensamrit, Light

Roel, Maria

Thibault, Patricia

RUGBY RUGBY

Crook, Michelle Birge, Eli

Lunn, Cecilia Grant, Phil

Murphy, William Kocik, Derinda

Perrotta, Julian Markowitz, Steven

Root, Mathieu McNamara, Lisa

TENNIS Moore, Cedric

Fosado, Oscar Roytman, Barry

TENNIS

Nakatsu, Sumiho

Timmerman, Nils

GOLF

Riddle, Frank

Smith, Andrew

Vanasse, Josh

JUNIOR "S" BANTAM "S"

SOCCER SOCCER

Bedard, Ryan O'Connor, Sara

Cho, Andrew Wang, Felix

Delabruere, Collin

Fleury, Alex

Fossado, Oscar

Guerrero, Daniel

Wilson, Kristina

X-C RUNNING
Kim, Terry

BASKETBALL BASKETBALL

Chiu, Ling Christie, Malcolm

Georgevich, Cedar Namagoose, Dawn
Laroche, Tania Vassilakis, James

Wilson, Kristina SWIM
HOCKEY Williams, Annik

Coon, Justin

Corriveau, Jonathan

DeLabruere, Collin

SWIM
Goodyear, Laura

Montour, Rita

Pardinas, Mauricio

Squash Award: Ludwig Ritter

Cross-Country Ski Award: Akiko Tanaka

RUGBY RUGBY
Cho, Andrew Cadrin, Maxime

DeLaBruere, Collin Christie, Malcolm

Fortin, Casey

McKinnon, Charlene

Boys' Tennis Shield: Oscar Fosado

Girls' Tennis Shield: Sumiho Nakatsu

Golf Shield: Andrew Smith

Intramural Softball MVP Boy: Kelly Wang

Intramural Softball MVP Girl: Helen White
*
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Winner's Circle

Grade 9

1st - Angela Squillante-Evans and Phoebe

Miller

2nd - Nick Bauer and Daniel Suh

3rd - Kyle Lim and Jae Yeon Hwang

Grade 8

1st - Maxime Cadrin

2nd - Mauricio Pardinas Gutierrez and Diego

Gonzalez Rios

3rd - Blanche Du Sault and James Vassilakis

Grade 7

1st - Campbell Wolfe and Mitchell Goodyear

2nd - Ryan Smith and Maximilian Daniel

80 Stanstead College - Spectrum 2007



Winner's Circle

Grade 10

1st -Helen White

2nd - Lindsay Smith and Kristina Wilson

3rd - Gabrielle Archer and Laura Goodyear

Physical Science Award

Melissa Gilpin and Christine Osei

ESL Prize

Hirohito Mabuchi and Hung Hao Chen
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:
PEHZ E-GIVING

I

ACADEMIC AWARDS

Grade 7 Prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

English

Geography

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Francais

ESL Program Prizes

Outstanding Work

Most Improvement

Grade 9 Prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

English

Geography

Spanish

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Francais

Junior School Prizes

Improvement in

French Second Language

Grade 11 Prizes

Music

Art

J. Brian Clarke Economics

Computer Science

J.D. Ferguson History

Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Mathematics

A.P. Gordon Science

A. Mackenzie English

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Francais

Senior School Prizes

John Wells - Improvement in

French Second Language

Chelsy Martin

Shannon Wapachee

Chelsy Martin

Chelsy Martin

Natasha Podd

Chelsy Martin

Natasha Podd

Chelsy Martin

Wei-Hsun (Felix) Wang
Alexia Fleury

Phoebe Miller

Ju Young (Ashley) Baik

Ju Young (Ashley) Baik

Nicolas Bauer

Phoebe Miller

Nicolas Bauer

Nicolas Bauer

Sergio (Daniel) Guerrero

Nicolas Bauer

Dawn lamagoose

Mihwa Kim
Victoria Maclsaac

Yang Fei (Freda) Ou

Mickael Orlando

Judith Gollmitzer

Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon

Jerome Castan

Jerome Castan

Pierre-Olivier Jean

Jerome Castan

Jerome Castan

Judith Gollmitzer

Pierre-Olivier Jean

NecolaGuerrina

Grade 8 Prizes

Music

Art

Mathematics

Science

English

History

Spanish

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Francais

Grade 10 Prizes

Music

Art

Computer Science

Historical Society Prize

Physical Science

Chemistry

Physics

Mathematics

A. Mackenzie English

Amaron French

Sybil Galambos Francais

Grade 12 Prizes

Economics

English

Political Science / History

Psychology

Sociology

Biology

Chemistry

Mathematics

Physics

Art

Human Geography

Blanche DuSault

Annik Williams 8e

Blanche DuSault

Javier Quintero Herrera Lasso

Bertha Iselle Flores-Ruiz

Bertha Iselle Flores-Ruiz

Javier Quintero Herrera Lasso

Annik Williams

Bertha Iselle Flores-Ruiz

Blanche DuSault

Veronique Hebert

Eun Mi Kim

Paula Cantin-Ehrlich

Helen White

Charles Berke

Helen White

Jean-Francois Lefort

Lindsay Smith

Christina Nash

Gabrieile Archer

Tania Laroche-Duhamel

Phillip Grant

Caroline Hill

Eli Birge

Lisa McNamara

Patricia Thibault

Sumiho Nakatsu

Hsin-Yu (Simon) Chi

Patricia Thibault

Sang Jun Park

Amanda Davies Booth

Sacha Alaby
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SPECIAL PRIZES

The Stanstead College Awards for Creative Endeavour:

The Economic Theory Prize

The Musical Composition Prize

The Musical Performance Prize

The Literacy Criticism Prize

The Visual Art Prize

The Physics Prize

The History Prize

Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity

Thespian Shield for Acting

Director's Award in Theatre Arts

Music Prize (contribution to music in the school)

Choir Award

Jazz Band Award

Yearbook Award

Technology Prize

Junior Debating Award

Senior Debating Award

Lee Audet Trophy Senior Public Speaking Prize

Kathleen Harper Junior Public Speaking Prize

Rotary Club Service Award (service above self in the school community)

King Constantine Medal (commitment to Round Square ideals)

Alumni Bursary Award (deserving Grade 11 student going into Grade 12)

Trustees Scholarship

Gordon Usher-Jones Memorial Prize (Grade 12 student who has attended SC for one year)

Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship (dedication, hard work, achievement and above all courage)

Raymond Lester Memorial Award (student who has most benefited from being at the school)

Fountain Family Scholarship (deserving Northeast Kingdom student)

Banting Bursary Award (returning local student for academic achievement)

Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (local junior student returning to school)

Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (local senior student returning to school)

Eric T. Webster Award (deserving returning student)

McGill Science Medal Award

Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics

Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (top student entering an Engineering program)

Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (top student entering a Humanities program)

House Director's Award:

Bugbee House

Colby House

Davis House

Webster House

Sheila Ferguson Shield (all-round junior girl athlete of the year)

S.F. Abbott Memorial Shield (all-round junior boy athlete of the year)

Shirley Wolter Trophy (all-round senior girl athlete of the year)

Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy (all-round senior boy athlete of the year)

Trueman-McFadyen Award (graduating girl scholar/athlete)

Bowman Hall Award (graduating boy scholar/athlete)

Faculty-Staff Award (returning student who exemplifies the qualities of health, wisdom and integrity)

Headmaster's Award (active and positive citizen in the SC community)

Maas Scholarship (excellence in academics, citizenship and integrity)

Highest Overall Average in Grade 7

Highest Overall Average in Grade 8

Highest Overall Average in Grade 9

Birks Bronze Medal (highest overall average in Grade 10)

Governor General's Medal (highest overall average in Grade 11)

Birks Silver Medal (highest overall average in Grade 12)

John H.E. Colby Scholarship (dedication to school, mission, programs)

Wilder Shield (junior student with the most positive influence)

Pitcher Memorial Prize, the school's highest award (student who has exerted the greatest influence for good)

Muyao Zhou

Jerome Castan

Justin Coon &? Seung Gap (Tim) Yoon

Phoebe Miller

Joo Sung Kim

William Murphy / Francis Williams

Helen White

Maria Del Pilar Roel Echevarrieta

Jessika Mercedes Mathurin

Rebecca Rau

Dale Cooper

Tania Laroche Duhamel

William Aston-Reese

Lisa McNamara

Jeffrey Cowen

Bertha Iselle Flores Ruiz

Helen White

Susan Schoeman

Javier Quintero Herrera Lasso

Pativet (Light) Sathiensamrit

Chelsea Fortin

Victoria Maclsaac

Blanche DuSault

Adrian Van Westrenen

Audrey-Ann Bourassa

Ryota Aoki

Collin Delabruere

Helen White

Chelsy Martin

Lindsay Smith

Brian Cho

Thomas Kirkman-Gagnon

Sang Jun Park

Sang Jun Park

William Aston-Reese

Mauricio Pardinas Gutierrez

Bertha Iselle Flores Ruiz

Wei-Kay (Kelly) Wang

Krista Blackned

Charlene McKinnon

Ryan Bedard

Cecilia Lunn

Julian Perrotta

Lisa McNamara

Dario Pandurevic

Julian Perrotta

Sumiho Nakatsu

Maria Del Pilar Roel Echevarrieta

Chelsy Martin

Bertha Iselle Flores Ruiz

Nicolas Bauer

Helen White

Jerome Castan

Sang Jun Park

Gabrielle Archer

Bertha Iselle Flores Ruiz

Pativet (Light) Sathiensamrit
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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(Don't cry 6ecause it's over;

SmiCe 6ecause it Happened.








